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CHARACTERISTIC CLASS AND THE ε-FACTOR OF AN E´TALE SHEAF
NAOYA UMEZAKI, ENLIN YANG, AND YIGENG ZHAO
Abstract. We prove a twist formula for the ε-factor of a constructible sheaf on a projective smooth
variety over a finite field in terms of characteristic class of the sheaf. This formula is a modified version
of the formula conjectured by Kato and Saito in [23, Ann. Math., 168 (2008):33-96, Conjecture 4.3.11].
We give two applications of the twist formula. Firstly, we prove that the characteristic classes of
constructible e´tale sheaves on projective smooth varieties over a finite field are compatible with proper
push-forward. Secondly, we show that the two Swan classes in the literature are the same on proper
smooth surfaces over a finite field.
1. Introduction
1.1. Let k be a finite field of characteristic p and let f : X Ñ Speck be a smooth projective scheme
purely of dimension d. Let Λ be a finite field of characteristic ℓ ‰ p or Λ “ Qℓ. For F P D
b
cpX,Λq, let
DpFq be the dual RHompF ,KXq of F , where KX “ Rf
!Λ is the dualizing complex. Let χpXk¯,Fq be
the Euler characteristic of F . The L-function LpX,F , tq satisfies the following functional equation
(1.1.1) LpX,F , tq “ εpX,Fq ¨ t´χpXk¯,Fq ¨ LpX,DpFq, t´1q,
where
(1.1.2) εpX,Fq “ detp´Frobk;RΓpXk¯,Fqq
´1
is the epsilon factor (the constant term of the functional equation (1.1.1)) and Frobk is the geometric
Frobenius (the inverse of the Frobenius substitution).
1.2. In (1.1.1), both χpXk¯,Fq and εpX,Fq are related to ramification theory. Let ccXF P CH0pXq be
the characteristic class of F defined in [35, Definition 5.7] using the characteristic cycle CCF of F . Then
χpXk¯,Fq “ degpccXFq by the index formula [35, Theorem 7.13]. However, the relation between εpX,Fq
and ccXF is more subtle.
1.3. Let x¯ be a geometric point of X . The reciprocity map CH0pXq Ñ π
ab
1 pX, x¯q is defined by sending
the class rss of a closed point s P X to the geometric Frobenius Frobs. Let ρ be a continuous representation
of π1pX, x¯q over Λ of finite dimension. We also denote by det ρ : CH0pXq Ñ Λ
ˆ the composition of det ρ
and the reciprocity map CH0pXq Ñ π
ab
1 pX, x¯q.
1.4. In this paper, we prove the following Theorem 1.5, which is a modified version of the formula
conjectured by Kato and T. Saito in [23, Conjecture 4.3.11]. We note that their formula is written in
terms of the Swan class of F . In Section 6, we prove that the Swan class can be written in terms of
characteristic class on proper smooth surfaces over a finite field (cf. Corollary 6.10).
Theorem 1.5 (see Theorem 5.23). We have
(1.5.1) det ρp´ccXFq “
εpX,F b ρq
εpX,Fqdim ρ
in Λˆ.
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1.6. We call (1.5.1) the twist formula for the ε-factor. This is a global analogue of a twist formula for local
ε-factors proved by Deligne and Henniart [7]. When F is the constant sheaf Λ, this is proved by S. Saito
[32]. If F is a smooth sheaf on an open dense subscheme U of X such that the complement D “ X ´ U
is a simple normal crossing divisor and the sheaf F is tamely ramified along D, then Theorem 1.5 is a
consequence of [37, Theorem 1]. If dimX “ 1, the formula (1.5.1) follows from the product formula of
Deligne and Laumon, cf. [12, 7.11] and [27, 3.2.1.1]. In [43, 44], Vidal proved a similar result on a proper
smooth surface over a finite field of characteristic p ą 2 under one of the following two assumptions:
(1) the sheaf F is smooth of rank 1 on an open dense subscheme U Ď X such that the corresponding
character is of order np with pn, pq “ 1 and D “ X ´ U is a simple normal crossing divisor;
(2) the wild ramification of F is totally non-fierce, cf. [44, The´ore`me 2.2].
In our paper, by using the recent development of ramification theory made by Beilinson [4] and T. Saito
[35], we proved Kato-Saito’s conjectural formula (1.5.1) without any assumption on the ramification of
F or the dimension of X .
1.7. In [5], Beilinson developed the theory of topological epsilon factors using K-theory spectrum. Let R
be a commutative ring. Let F be a perfect constructible complex of sheaves of R-modules on a compact
real analytic manifold M . In loc.cit., he gave a Dubson-Kashiwara-style description of detRΓpM,Fq,
and he asked whether his construction admits a motivic (ℓ-adic or de Rham) counterpart. For de Rham
cohomology, such a construction is given by Patel in [29, 30]. Based on [29, 30], Abe and Patel proved a
similar twist formula in [1] for global de Rham epsilon factors in the classical setting of DX -modules on
smooth projective varieties over a field of characteristic zero.
1.8. As a corollary of Theorem 1.5, we prove the following compatibility of characteristic classes with
proper push-forward, which is a consequence of the conjectures of T. Saito ([35, 7.2] and [34, Conjecture
1]).
Corollary 1.9 (see Corollary 5.26). Let f : X Ñ Y be a proper map between smooth projective connected
schemes over a finite field k and F P DbcpX,Λq. Then we have an equality in CH0pY q:
(1.9.1) f˚pccXFq “ ccYRf˚F .
In particular, if Y “ Specpkq, then we have χpXk¯,Fq “ degpccXFq by (1.9.1). This gives another proof
of the index formula [35, Theorem 7.13] when k is a finite field. If X is a projective smooth curve and
Y “ Specpkq, the formula (1.9.1) is nothing other than the well-known Grothendieck-Ogg-Shafarevich
formula for curves [17].
1.10. For any smooth scheme X over a perfect field k, let KpX,Λq be the Grothendieck group of the
triangulated category DbcpX,Λq. We have the following linear morphism (cf. [34, Definition 6.7])
ccX,‚ : KpX,Λq Ñ CH‚pXq “
dimXà
i“0
CHipXq
which sends the class of F to the (total) characteristic class of F . By [35, Lemma 6.9], ccXpFq is
the dimension 0-part of the total characteristic class ccX,‚pFq, i.e., ccXpFq “ ccX,0pFq. Following
Grothendieck [17], it’s natural to ask the following question: is the diagram
KpX,Λq
f˚

ccX,‚ // CH‚pXq
f˚

KpY,Λq
ccY,‚ // CH‚pY q
(1.10.1)
commutative for any proper map f : X Ñ Y between smooth schemes over k? By the philosophy of
Grothendieck [18, Note 871] and [35, Example 6.10], the answer is no in general if charpkq ą 0. However,
Corollary 1.9 says that the degree 0-part of the diagram (1.10.1) is commutative, i.e., if f : X Ñ Y
is a proper map between smooth projective schemes over a finite field k, then we have the following
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KpX,Λq
f˚

ccX // CH0pXq
f˚

KpY,Λq
ccY // CH0pY q.
(1.10.2)
If k “ C, the diagram (1.10.1) is commutative by [16, Theorem A.6].
1.11. Just after writing this paper, T. Saito [33] announced a proof for proper push-forward of charac-
teristic cycles along projective morphisms f : X Ñ Y between smooth projective schemes over a perfect
field, under the assumption that the direct image of the singular support of F has dimension at most
dimY . Under the same assumption, T. Saito’s result implies (1.9.1). In Corollary 1.9, we don’t need any
assumption on the dimension of the direct image of the singular support of F , but we have to assume
that k is a finite field.
1.12. As another application of Theorem 1.5, we show that the two Swan classes in the literature are the
same on proper smooth surfaces over a finite field. Let X be a proper smooth and connected scheme over
a perfect field k. Let j : U Ñ X be an open dense sub-scheme of X and F a smooth sheaf of Λ-modules
on U . In [23], Kato and T. Saito defined the Swan class SwksX pFq P CH0pX´UqbZQ by using logarithmic
product and alteration. Later in [35, Definition 6.7.3], T. Saito defined another Swan class SwccXpFq by
using characteristic cycle, cf. (6.1.1). In [35, Conjecture 6.8.2], T. Saito conjectures that the two Swan
classes are the same in CH0pX ´Uq. In this paper, we prove the following weak version of his conjecture
for smooth proper surfaces over finite fields:
Corollary 1.13 (see Corollary 6.10). Let X be a proper smooth and connected surface over a finite field
k. Let U be an open dense sub-scheme of X and F a smooth sheaf of Λ-modules on U . Then we have an
equality in CH0pXq:
(1.13.1) SwksX pFq “ ´Sw
cc
XpFq.
The proof of Corollary 1.13 also works for higher dimensional smooth schemes over any perfect field
if we assume resolution of singularities and a special case of proper push-forward of characteristic class.
For the details, see Theorem 6.8.
1.14. Here is a rough idea of the proof of Theorem 1.5. We follow a similar strategy as S. Saito’s
proof in [32]. By taking a good pencil, we prove Theorem 1.5 by induction on the dimension of X . By
using the product formula of Deligne and Laumon and Proposition 5.21, it is reduced to computing local
contributions on both sides. In order to calculate local contributions, we use the Milnor formula (5.2.1)
for characteristic cycle.
For the proof of Corollary 1.13, by using Brauer induction theorem and Corollary 1.9, we first reduce
the proof to the case where F is of rank 1 and F is trivialized by a cyclic covering of Galois group G.
The essential case is when G is a cyclic group of order p. In that case, for two characters χ and χ1 of
G, if they have the same order, then they have the same characteristic cycle by a result of T. Saito and
Yatagawa, cf. [36, Theorem 0.1]. Using their theorem, we can reduce the proof to a very special case
where F “ f˚Λ and f : V Ñ U is an e´tale covering. At last, a direct calculation proves Corollary 1.13.
1.15. The content of each section is as follows. In Section 2, we review the theory of local constants and
the product formula for epsilon factors. In Section 3, we prove a blow up formula and a fibration formula
for the Gysin pull-back of cycles by the zero section of the cotangent bundle. The proof of Proposition
5.21 is based on that section. In Section 4, we start with a review of Saito and Yatagawa’s result on the
existence of pre-good pencils. Then we prove the existence of good pencils in Lemma 4.9. In Section 5,
we first recall the definitions and properties of singular support and characteristic cycle. Then we prove
Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 1.9. In Section 6, we prove Corollary 1.13.
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Notation and Conventions.
(1) Let p be a prime number and Λ be a finite field of characteristic ℓ ‰ p or Λ “ Qℓ.
(2) We say that a complex F of e´tale sheaves of Λ-modules on a schemeX is constructible (respectively
smooth) if the cohomology sheafHqpFq is constructible for every q and ifHqpFq “ 0 except finitely
many q (respectively moreover HqpFq is locally constant for all q).
(3) For a scheme S over Zr1{ℓs, let DbcpS,Λq be the triangulated category of bounded complexes
of Λ-modules with constructible cohomology groups on S and let KpS,Λq be the Grothendieck
group of DbcpS,Λq. We call elements of KpS,Λq virtual Λ-sheaves on S.
(4) For a pro-finite group G, we denote by KpG,Λq the Grothendieck group of the category of con-
tinuous representations of G over Λ. Elements of KpG,Λq will be called virtual Λ-representations
of G.
(5) For a scheme X , we denote by |X | the set of closed points of X .
(6) For a finite extension E of Qℓ, we denote by OE the ring of integers of E, by mE the maximal
ideal of OE and πE a uniformizer of OE . The residue field of OE will be denoted by kE .
(7) For any smooth scheme X over a field k, we denote by T ˚XX Ď T
˚X the zero section of the
cotangent bundle T ˚X of X .
2. Local ε-factor and product formula
2.1. In this section, we review the theory of local constants and the product formula for epsilon factors.
In the case where Λ “ Qℓ, we use [27, The´ore`me 3.1.5.4, The´ore`me 3.2.1.1]. In the case where Λ is a
finite field, we use [12, The´ore`me 6.5, The´ore`me 7.11].
2.2. We first recall the results for local epsilon factors with Qℓ-coefficients. Let k be a finite field of
characteristic p. A triple pT,F , ωq over k means the following data:
‚ T is a henselian trait of equicharacteristic p with generic point η and closed point s, such that
the residue field kpsq of s is a finite extension of k.
‚ F P DbcpX,Qℓq.
‚ A non-zero meromorphic 1-form ω P Ω1
kpηqzt0u on T .
For such a triple pT,F , ωq, we denote by Ks the completion of the fraction field of T with respect to the
valuation ords : kpηq
ˆ Ñ Z. The valuation ords defines a map ords : Ω
1
Ks
zt0u Ñ Z which is characterized
by the formula ordspa ¨ dbq “ ordspaq for any a P K
ˆ
s and any uniformaizer b of Ks. The reciprocity
map ρs : K
ˆ
s Ñ GalpKs{Ksq
ab is normalized by sending uniformizers of K to liftings of the geometric
Frobenius of kpsq. By local abelian class field theory (cf. [40]), ρs is injective with dense image.
Theorem 2.3 ([27, The´ore`me 3.1.5.4]). Let k be a finite field of characteristic p and ℓ ‰ p a prime
number. Let ψ : Fp Ñ Q
ˆ
ℓ be a fixed non-trivial additive character of Fp. There exists a unique map
ε :“ εψ sending any triple pT,F , ωq over k to εpT,F , ωq P Q
ˆ
ℓ , which satisfies the following conditions:
(i) the number εpT,F , ωq depends only on the isomorphism class of the triple pT,F , ωq.
(ii) For any distinguished triangle in DbcpT,Qℓq:
F 1 Ñ F Ñ F2 Ñ F 1r1s
we have
εpT,F , ωq “ εpT,F 1, ωq ¨ εpT,F2, ωq
(iii) If F is supported on the closed point s of T (i.e., Fη¯ “ 0), then
εpT,F , ωq “ detp´Frobs;Fs¯q
´1,
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where Frobs P Galpkpsq{kpsqq is the geometric Frobenius at s. In the case where Fs¯ “ 0, we put
detp´Frobs;Fs¯q
´1 “ 1.
(iv) Let η1 be a finite separable extension of η, f : T1 Ñ T the normalization of T in η1, and F1 P
DbcpT1,Qℓq. If rankppF1qη¯q “ 0, then
εpT, f˚F1, ωq “ εpT1,F1, f
˚ωq.
(v) Let G be a smooth sheaf of rank 1 on η, which induces a character χ : Kˆs Ñ Q
ˆ
ℓ via the reciprocity
homomorphism ρs : K
ˆ
s Ñ GalpKs{Ksq
ab. Let j : η Ñ T be the immersion. Then we have
εpT, j˚G, ωq “ εpχ,Ψωq,
where Ψω : Ks Ñ Q
ˆ
ℓ is the character defined by Ψωpaq “ ψ ˝ Trkpsq{FppRespa ¨ ωqq and εpχ,Ψωq
is the Tate local constant [41] (cf. [27, 3.1.3.2]).
2.4. The formula (1.5.1) can be viewed as a globalization of the following result (2.5.1).
Lemma 2.5 (Local twist formula [27, 3.1.5.6]). Let pT,F , ωq be a triple (cf. 2.2) over k. Let G be a
smooth Qℓ-sheaf on T . Then we have
(2.5.1) εpT,F b G, ωq “ εpT,F , ωqrankG ¨ detpFrobs;Gs¯q
apT,F ,ωq,
where apT,F , ωq is the local Artin conductor given by the formula
apT,F , ωq :“ rankFη¯ ´ rankFs¯ ` SwFη¯ ` rankFη¯ ¨ ordspωq,(2.5.2)
and SwFη¯ is the Swan conductor of Fη¯ pcf. [38, 19.3]q.
2.6. Let T be a henselian trait of equicharacteristic p with generic point η and closed point s, such that
the residue field kpsq of s is a finite extension of the fixed finite field k. Let V be a Qℓ-sheaf on η and
j : η Ñ T be the immersion. We define
(2.6.1) ε0pT, V, ωq :“ εpT, j!V, ωq.
Let V 1 Ñ V Ñ V 2 Ñ V 1r1s be a distinguished triangle in Dbcpη,Qℓq. Since j! is an exact functor, by
Theorem 2.3 (ii), we have
(2.6.2) ε0pT, V, ωq “ ε0pT, V
1, ωq ¨ ε0pT, V
2, ωq.
For any F P DbcpT,Qℓq, we have a distinguished triangle
j!j
˚F Ñ F Ñ i˚i
˚F Ñ j!j
˚Fr1s,(2.6.3)
where i : sÑ T is the closed immersion. By Theorem 2.3 (ii), we have
εpT,F , ωq “ εpT, j!j
˚F , ωq ¨ εpT, i˚i
˚Fq.
By (2.6.1) and Theorem 2.3 (iii), we obtain the following equality
εpT,F , ωq “ detp´Frobs;Fs¯q
´1 ¨ ε0pT,F |η, ωq.(2.6.4)
If W is the restriction to η of an smooth Qℓ-sheaf on T , then by (2.5.1) and (2.6.1) we have
(2.6.5) ε0pT, V bW,ωq “ ε0pT, V, ωq
rankW ¨ detpFrobs;W q
rankV`SwV`rankpV q¨ordspωq
for any Qℓ-sheaf V on η.
2.7. Now, we turn to recall the results for local constants with finite coefficients. Let Λ be a finite field
of characteristic ℓ. Let K be a complete discrete valuation field with finite residue field k of characteristic
ppp ‰ ℓq. Let OK be the ring of integers of K and S “ SpecOK . Let K be a separable closure of K and
WK “W pK{Kq the Weil group of K over K (cf. [12, 2.2.4] and [40]). Let s P S be the closed point and
η P S the generic point.
We fix a Λ-valued non-trivial additive character ψ of K, and the Λ-valued Haar measure dx on K such
that
ş
OK
dx “ 1. Let npψq be the maximal integer n such that ψ is trivial on π´nK OK , where πK is a
uniformizer of K (cf. [12, 3.4]).
We define the total dimension dimtotpV q of a representation V of WK as rankpV q ` SwpV q, where
SwpV q is the Swan conductor of V (cf. [38, 19.3]). For F P DbcpS,Λq, dimtotpFq is defined to be
dimtotpFη¯q “
ÿ
i
p´1qi ¨ dimtotpHipFη¯qq.
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We denote by KpS,Λq the Grothendieck group of DbcpS,Λq, and elements of KpS,Λq will be called
virtual Λ-sheaves. We denote by KpWK ,Λq the Grothendieck group of the category of continuous Λ-
representations of WK . Elements of KpWK ,Λq will be called virtual Λ-representations.
2.8. Deligne and Langlands attached to every continuous Λ-representation V of WK a local constant
ε0pV, ψ, dxq P Λ
ˆ, which is uniquely characterized by the conditions of [12, The´ore`me 6.5]. For F P
DbcpS,Λq, we define (cf. [12, (7.6.3)])
(2.8.1) εpF , ψ, dxq :“ detp´Frobs;Fs¯q
´1 ¨ ε0pFη¯, ψ, dxq in Λ
ˆ.
In (2.8.1), when Fs¯ “ 0, we put detp´Frobs;Fs¯q
´1 “ 1. The local constant ε0pV, ψ, dxq is additive
with respect to V by [12, The´ore`me 6.5]. By (2.8.1), the εpF , ψ, dxq is also additive with respect to F .
Therefore, they induce group homomorphisms KpWK ,Λq
ε0ÝÑ Λˆ and KpS,Λq
ε
ÝÑ Λˆ respectively.
2.9. Let Λ be a finite field of characteristic ℓ or Λ “ Qℓ. In order to give a uniform proof of Theorem 1.5
in both cases, we introduce a uniform notation in 2.10. In the rest part of this section, let X be a smooth
projective geometrically connected curve over a finite field k of characteristic ppp ‰ ℓq, K the function
field of X and ψ0 : Fp Ñ Λ
ˆ a non-trivial additive character. Let ω be a non-zero rational 1-form on
X . It is well-known that ω defines a non-trivial additive character ψω on AK{K. Its local component at
v P |X | is the Λˆ-valued function defined by pψωqvpaq “ ψ0pTrkpvq{Fppresvpa ¨ ωqqq for any a P Kv. The
number nppψωqvq (cf. 2.7) equals to the order ordvpωq of the differential form. Let dx “ bvP|X|dxv be
the Haar measure on AK with values in Λ such that
ş
OKv
dxv “ 1 for every place v.
2.10. Let v P X be a closed point and Xpvq the henselization of X at v. Let ηv be the generic point of
Xpvq. We define two group homomorphisms
εvp‚, ωq : KpXpvq,Λq Ñ Λ
ˆ(2.10.1)
ε0vp‚, ωq : Kpηv,Λq Ñ Λ
ˆ(2.10.2)
as follows: let F P KpXpvq,Λq and V P Kpηv,Λq. If Λ “ Qℓ, then we put
εvpF , ωq :“ εpXpvq,F , ω|Xpvqq and ε0vpV, ωq :“ ε0pXpvq, V, ω|Xpvqq(2.10.3)
by using the local constant defined in Theorem 2.3 and (2.6.1). If Λ is a finite field, we define
εvpF , ωq :“ εpFpvq, pψωqv, dxvq and ε0vpV, ωq :“ ε0pV, pψωqv, dxvq.(2.10.4)
by using (2.8.1).
For any F P KpXpvq,Λq, we have (cf. (2.6.4) and (2.8.1))
εvpF , ωq “ detp´Frobv;Fv¯q
´1 ¨ ε0vpF |ηv , ωq.(2.10.5)
In (2.10.5), when Fv¯ “ 0, we put detp´Frobv;Fv¯q
´1 “ 1.
2.11. In the following lemma, we collect some formulas which are true in both cases. These formulas
will be very useful in the proof of Theorem 1.5.
Lemma 2.12 ([12, 27]). Under the assumptions in 2.9. Let v P X be a closed point, ηv the generic point
of Xpvq and F P KpXpvq,Λq. Then we have
(1) If Fη¯v “ 0, then
εvpF , ωq “ detp´Frobv;Fv¯q
´1.(2.12.1)
(2) If G is a smooth Λ-sheaf on Xpvq, then we have
εvpF b G, ωq “ εvpF , ωq
rankG ¨ detpFrobv;Gv¯q
dimtotFη¯v´rankFv¯`rankFη¯v ¨ordvpωq(2.12.2)
ε0vppF b Gq|ηv , ωq “ ε0vpF |ηv , ωq
rankG ¨ detpFrobv;Gv¯q
dimtotFη¯v`rankFη¯v ¨ordvpωq
(3) If F is smooth of rank 0, then we have
(2.12.3) εvpF , ωq “ detpFrobv;Fv¯q
ordvpωq.
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(4) If Fv¯ is of rank 0 and if ordvpωq “ 0, then we have
(2.12.4) εvpF , ωq “ ε0vpFv¯, ωq
´1 ¨ ε0vpF |ηv , ωq.
Here, we regard Fv¯ as the generic fiber of the smooth virtual Λ-sheaf on Xpvq defined by the action
of π1pXpvq, v¯q on the stalk Fv¯.
Proof. (1) If Λ “ Qℓ, (2.12.1) follows from Theorem 2.3 (iii). If Λ is a finite field, (2.12.1) follows from
(2.8.1).
(2) If Λ “ Qℓ, the assertion follows from (2.6.5) and (2.5.1). If Λ is a finite field, by [12, The´ore`me 6.5]
and the content above of [12, Remark 6.6, p.557], the constant ε0 also satisfies the formula [12, (5.5.3)].
(3) By (2.12.2), we have εvpF , ωq “ εvpΛ, ωq
rankF ¨ detpFrobv;Fv¯q
ordvpωq “ detpFrobv;Fv¯q
ordvpωq.
(4)By the formula (2.12.3), we have
εvpFv¯, ωq “ 1.
Taking the ratio of
εvpF , ωq “ detp´Frobv;Fv¯q
´1 ¨ ε0vpF |ηv , ωq
and
εvpFv¯, ωq “ detp´Frobv;Fv¯q
´1 ¨ ε0vpFv¯, ωq,
we finish the proof. 
2.13. Under the assumptions in 2.9, we recall Deligne and Laumon’s product formula, which gives a
relation between global ε-factors and local ε-factors. We define a group homomorphism KpX,Λq Ñ Λˆ
by
(2.13.1) F ÞÑ εpX,Fq :“ detp´Frobk;RΓpXk¯,Fqq
´1.
We have the following product formula, which is conjectured by Deligne [9] and proved by Laumon in
the outstanding paper [27, 3.2.1.1].
Theorem 2.14 ([27, 3.2.1.1]). Let k be a finite field of characteristic p with q elements. Let Λ be a finite
field of characteristic ℓpℓ ‰ pq or Λ “ Qℓ. Let X be a smooth projective geometrically connected curve
over k of genus g, let ω be a non-zero rational 1-form on X and F P KpX,Λq. Then we have
(2.14.1) εpX,Fq “ qp1´gqrankpFq
ź
vP|X|
εvpF |Xpvq , ωq in Λ
ˆ.
Remark 2.15.
(1) Deligne proves (2.14.1) under the condition: F is a smooth ℓ-adic sheaf on an open dense sub-
scheme U of X and has finite geometric monodromy, i.e., there exists a finite e´tale covering U 1
of U such that F |U 1 is geometrically constant pcf. [9, Expose´ III], [27, Remarques (3.2.1.8)] and
[25, p.120]q.
When F has finite geometric monodromy, one uses Brauer induction theorem to reduce to
the abelian case, where the existence of local constants and the product formula is classical [41].
Deligne’s argument also works for mod ℓ representations and gives a mod ℓ product formula [12,
The´ore`me 7.11]. From this Deligne deduces that the product formula holds for any ℓ-adic sheaf
F if moreover F is a part of a compatible system of ℓ-adic representations for an infinite set of
primes ℓ [12, The´ore`me 9.3].
(2) If Λ is a finite field, the product formula (2.14.1) can be obtained by using Brauer induction
theorem pcf. the proofs of [27, Proposition 3.2.1.7] and [12, The´ore`me 7.11]q.
(3) The factor qp1´gqrankF will disappear if we choose a Haar measure dx on AK such that AK{K is
of volume 1 pcf. [9, Expose´ IV, 2.1]q.
3. Preliminaries on cycles
3.1. In this section, we prove a blow up formula (cf. Lemma 3.6) and a fibration formula (cf. Lemma
3.12) for the Gysin pull-back of cycles by the zero section of a cotangent bundle. These two formulas will
be used in the proof of Proposition 5.21 and Theorem 1.5.
Definition 3.2. Let X, Y and W be smooth schemes over a field k. We denote by T ˚XX Ď T
˚X the
zero section of the cotangent bundle T ˚X of X. Let C be a conical closed subset of T ˚X, i.e., a closed
subset which is stable under the action of the multiplicative group Gm.
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(1) p[4, 1.2]q Let h : W Ñ X be a morphism over k. We say that h is C-transversal at w P W if the
fiber
`
pC ˆX W q X dh
´1pT ˚WW q
˘
ˆWw is contained in the zero-section T
˚
XXˆXW Ď T
˚XˆXW ,
where dh : T ˚X ˆX W Ñ T
˚W is the canonical map. We say that h is C-transversal if h is C-
transversal at any point of W .
If h is C-transversal, we define h˝C to be the image of C ˆX W under the map dh : T
˚X ˆX
W Ñ T ˚W . By [35, Lemma 3.1], h˝C is a closed conical subset of T ˚W .
(2) p[35, Definition 7.1]q Assume that X and C are purely of dimension d and that W is purely of
dimension m. We say that a C-transversal map h : W Ñ X is properly C-transversal if every
irreducible component of C ˆX W is of dimension m.
(3) p[4, 1.2] and [35, Definition 5.3]q We say that a morphism f : X Ñ Y over k is C-transversal at
x P X if the inverse image df´1pCqˆX x is contained in the zero-section T
˚
Y Y ˆY X Ď T
˚Y ˆY X,
where df : T ˚Y ˆY X Ñ T
˚X is the canonical map. We say that f is C-transversal if f is C-
transversal at any point of X.
We say that a closed point x P X is at most an isolated characteristic point of f with respect
to C if there is an open neighborhood U of x such that the restriction f |U´txu : U ´ txu Ñ Y is
C ˆX pU ´ txuq-transversal.
3.3. Let X be a smooth scheme purely of dimension d over a field k. Let W be a smooth scheme purely
of dimension m over k. Assume that C Ď T ˚X is a conical closed subset purely of dimension d. Let Z be
a d-cycle supported on C and h : W Ñ X a C-transversal morphism. Let prh : T
˚XˆXW Ñ T
˚X be the
first projection map. Since prh is a morphism between smooth schemes, the refined Gysin pull-back pr
!
hZ
is well-defined in the sense of intersection theory [15, 6.6]. We define h˚Z P CHmph
˝Cq [35, Definition
7.1.2] to be
(3.3.1) h˚Z :“ dh˚ppr
!
hZq.
Notice that the push-forward is well-defined since dh : T ˚X ˆX W Ñ T
˚W is finite on C ˆX W by [4,
Lemma 1.2 (ii)]. We also put
(3.3.2) h!Z :“ p´1qm´d ¨ h˚Z.
If moreover h is properly C-transversal, then every irreducible component of h˝C is of dimension m.
Thus CHmph
˝Cq “ Zmph
˝Cq. Hence we may regard h˚Z as a m-cycle on T ˚W , which is supported on
h˝C.
3.4. We use refined intersections in the sense of [15, Definition 8.1.1]. Let us recall a special case. Let
f : X Ñ Y be a morphism of finite type to a smooth scheme Y purely of dimension n over a field k. Let
p : Y 1 Ñ Y be any morphism, x P CHrpXq and y P CHspY
1q. Consider the following Cartesian diagrams
X ˆY Y
1 //

l
Y 1
p

X ˆY Y
1

//
l
X ˆk Y
1
idˆp

X
f // Y X
Γf // X ˆk Y
where Γf is the graph of f . Then we define
x¨fy :“ Γ
!
fpx ˆ yq P CHr`s´npX ˆY Y
1q,(3.4.1)
where x ˆ y P CHr`spX ˆk Y
1q is the exterior product (cf. [15, 1.10]) and Γ!f is the refined Gysin
homomorphism (cf. [15, 6.2]). By [15, Corolllary 8.1.3], for any cycle x on X , we have
x ¨f rY s “ x.(3.4.2)
If X is purely of dimension d, then the refined Gysin homomorphism
f ! : CHkpY
1q Ñ CHk`d´npX ˆY Y
1q(3.4.3)
is defined by the formula (cf. [15, Definition 8.1.2])
f !pyq “ rXs ¨f y.(3.4.4)
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When f is flat, then f ! “ f˚ is the flat pull-back [15, Proposition 8.1.2]. When f is a regular immersion,
we have (cf. [15, Corollary 8.1.1])
f !pyq “ rXs ¨idY y.(3.4.5)
3.5. Let X be a smooth scheme purely of dimension d over a field k. We denote by 0X : X Ñ T
˚X the
zero section of the cotangent bundle T ˚X . We denote by 0!X P CH
dpX Ñ T ˚Xq the (refined) Gysin
map [15, 6.2], where CHdpX Ñ T ˚Xq is the bivariant Chow group [15, Definition 17.1]).
We prove the following blow up formula for the Gysin map 0!X .
Lemma 3.6. Let X and Y be smooth and connected schemes over a field k and let i : Y ãÑ X be a closed
immersion of codimension c. Let π : rX Ñ X be the blow up of X along Y . Let C Ď T ˚X be a conical
closed subset purely of dimension d “ dimX and let Z be a d-cycle supported on C. Suppose π and i are
properly C-transversal. Then we have an equality in CH0pXq:
π˚p0
!ĂXpπ˚Zqq “ 0!XpZq ` p´1qc ¨ pc´ 1q ¨ i˚p0!Y pi˚Zqq,(3.6.1)
where π˚Z and i˚Z are defined by (3.3.1). For the definition of the Gysin maps 0!‚, see Subsection 3.5.
Proof. We only prove the case c “ 2 which is enough for the proof of main Theorem 1.5. A different
proof for the general case is given in [42, Lemma 3.3]. Consider the following diagram
V

e //
l
rX
0ĂX

T ˚X T ˚X ˆX rXprpioo dπ // T ˚ rX.
(3.6.2)
where dπ is the map induced by π, prπ is the first projection and V “ dπ
´1p rXq. We have
0!ĂXpπ˚Zq (3.3.1)“ 0!ĂXdπ˚pr!πZ (3.4.5)“ dπ˚pr!πZ ¨idT˚ ĂX rX paq“ e˚ppr!πZ ¨dπ rXq(3.6.3)
(3.4.2)
“ e˚pppr
!
πZ ¨idT˚XˆX ĂX pT
˚X ˆX rXqq ¨dπ rXq
pbq
“ e˚ppr
!
πZ ¨idT˚XˆX ĂX ppT
˚X ˆX rXq ¨dπ rXqq
(3.4.4)
“ e˚ppr
!
πZ ¨idT˚XˆX ĂX dπ
!p rXqq
where (a) follows from the projection formula [15, Example 8.1.7 ], (b) follows from the associativity
property [15, Proposition 8.1.1(a)].
Let rY be the exceptional divisor of π : rX Ñ X with projection map π˜ : rY Ñ Y . Let i˜ : rY ãÑ rX be
the closed immersion. Since π : rX Ñ X is a blow up, rY “ PppNY {Xq_q is a projective space of relative
dimension c´ 1 over Y and we have exact sequences:
0Ñ Ω1rY {Y Ñ π˜˚NY {X bO rY p´1q Ñ O rY Ñ 0,(3.6.4)
0Ñ Ω1rY {Y p1q Ñ π˜˚NY {X Ñ N rY {ĂX Ñ 0,(3.6.5)
N rY {ĂX » O rY p1q » i˜˚OĂXp´rY q,(3.6.6)
Ω1ĂX{X » i˜˚Ω1rY {Y .(3.6.7)
For the proofs of (3.6.4), (3.6.5) and (3.6.6), we refer to [15, B.6.3, B. 5.8]. Note that we use NY {X to mean
the conormal sheaf associated to the immersion Y Ñ X , which is different with [15]. In the following, we
will also use NY {X to mean the conormal bundle. Let K be the kernel of dπ : T
˚X ˆX rY Ñ T ˚ rX ˆĂX rY ,
i.e., K “ dπ´1prY q. Then we have a commutative diagram with exact rows and exact columns as vector
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bundles on rY
0

0

0 // K
iK // NY {X ˆY rY

// N rY {ĂX //

0
0 // K // T ˚X ˆX rY //

T ˚ rX ˆĂX rY

// T ˚prY {Y q // 0
0 // T ˚Y ˆY rY di //

T ˚rY //

T ˚prY {Y q // 0
0 0
(3.6.8)
where K is also equal to the kernel of NY {X ˆY rY Ñ N rY {ĂX by the snake lemma. Then we can write
V “ dπ´1p rXq “ rX YK (cf. (3.6.2)). By (3.6.5) and the first row of (3.6.8), we have an isomorphism
K » SpecpSym‚OĂY Ω_rY {Y p´1qq(3.6.9)
and K is a vector bundle of rank c´ 1 over rY .
When c “ 2, we have dimK “ dim rX “ dim V “ d. Thus dπ!p rXq P CHdpV q “ ZdpV q “ Zdp rXYKq “
Z ¨ rX ` Z ¨ K. Let Γ: T ˚X ˆX rX Ñ pT ˚X ˆX rXq ˆ T ˚ rX be the graph of dπ. Since T ˚X ˆX rX
and pT ˚X ˆX rXq ˆ rX meet properly in pT ˚X ˆX rXq ˆ T ˚ rX at every irreducible component of V “
pT ˚X ˆX rXq X ppT ˚X ˆX rXq ˆ rXq, we have (cf. [15, Proposition 8.2(b)])
(3.6.10) dπ!p rXq “ rdπ´1p rXqs “ rV s “ a ¨ rX ` b ¨K a, b P Z.
Since V zrY is an open dense subscheme of V , we have rV zrY s “ a ¨ r rXzrY s ` b ¨ rKzrY s (cf. [15, Example
11.4.4 (i)]). Since V zrY “ p rXzrY qšpKzrY q is a disjoint union of smooth schemes, we get a “ b “ 1.
Note that the cycle class dπ!p rXq ¨id
T˚XˆX
ĂX pr!πZ is supported on rX, and e˚ is the identity on the
support of this cycle class. We have
π˚0
!ĂXpπ˚Zq (3.6.3)“ π˚e˚ppr!πZ ¨idT˚XˆX ĂX dπ!p rXqq(3.6.11)
(3.6.10)
“ π˚ppr
!
πZ ¨idT˚XˆX ĂX rXq ` π˚ppr!πZ ¨idT˚XˆX ĂX Kq(3.6.12)
Now, we calculate the first term of (3.6.12). Consider the following commutative diagram
X
0X

l
rXπoo
01X

T ˚X T ˚X ˆX rXprpioo
(3.6.13)
where 01X :
rX Ñ T ˚X ˆX rX is the zero section. Since 0X and 01X are regular immersions of same
codimension, by the commutativity of refined Gysin homomorphisms [15, Theorem 6.4, Theorem 6.2 (c)],
we get
(3.6.14) π˚0
1!
Xppr
!
πZq » π˚π
˚0!XpZq » 0
!
XpZq,
where the last equality follows from [15, Proposition 6.7 (b)] (π is a blow up). Thus we have
π˚ppr
!
πZ ¨idT˚XˆX ĂX rXq (3.4.5)“ π˚01!Xppr!πZq (3.6.14)“ 0!XpZq.(3.6.15)
Now we calculate the second term of (3.6.12). Consider the following commutative diagram
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T ˚X ˆX rX prpi // T ˚X
rY
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗
  // K
iK //
q
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■ NY {X ˆY
rY
p

iN // T ˚X ˆX rY
ldi
1

pr1p˜i //
pr1i
OO
l
T ˚X ˆX Y
di

pri
OO
Y˜
π˜

01Y // T ˚Y ˆY rY prp˜i //
prp˜i

T ˚Y
Y
0Y //
l
T ˚Y
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
(3.6.16)
where the square indicated by “” is Cartesian by the second column of (3.6.8), 0˚‚ means the zero section
of the respectively vector bundles, the morphisms indicated by pr˚‚ are the first projections, iK is defined
in (3.6.8), di is induced by i, all other maps are canonical morphisms. Note that iK : K Ñ NY {X ˆY rY is
of codimension 1 and the associated conormal sheaf equals to q˚O rY p´1q by (3.6.5) and (3.6.6). We have
π˚ppr
!
πZ ¨idT˚XˆX ĂX Kq
(3.4.5)
“ pi˚π˜˚qpi
!
Ki
!
Npr
1!
i pr
!
πZq “ i˚π˜˚i
!
Ki
!
Npr
1!
π˜pr
!
iZ
p1q
“ i˚π˜˚q˚i
!
Ki
!
Npr
1!
π˜pr
!
iZ “ i˚π˜˚p˚iK˚i
!
Ki
!
Npr
1!
π˜pr
!
iZ
p2q
“ i˚π˜˚p˚pc1pp
˚O rY p1qq X i!Npr1!π˜pr!iZq p3q“ i˚π˜˚pc1pO rY p1qq X p˚pi!Npr1!π˜pr!iZqq(3.6.17)
p4q
“ i˚π˜˚pc1pO rY p1qq X 01!Y di1˚ppr1!π˜pr!iZqq p5q“ i˚π˜˚pc1pO rY p1qq X 01!Y pr!π˜pdi˚pr!iZqq
p6q
“ i˚π˜˚pc1pO rY p1qq X π˜˚0!Y pdi˚pr!iZqq p7q“ i˚0!Y pdi˚pr!iZq (3.3.1)“ i˚0!Y pi˚Zq
where
‚ the step (1) follows from the fact that i!Ki
!
Npr
1!
π˜pr
!
iZ is supported on the zero section
rY Ď K, and
q˚ is an identity map on the support of i
!
Ki
!
Npr
1!
π˜pr
!
iZ.
‚ the step (2) follows from the definition of Gysin map for divisors [15, Proposition 2.6 (b)].
‚ the step (3) follows from the projection formula [15, Theorem 3.2 (c)].
‚ the step (4), (5) and (6) follow from the push-forward formula and the compatibility property of
Gysin maps [15, Theorem 6.2 (a) and (c)].
‚ the step (7) follows from [15, Proposition 3.1 (a) (ii)] since rY Ñ Y is a P1-bundle over Y (when
c “ 2).
Finally, (3.6.1) follows from (3.6.11), (3.6.15) and (3.6.17). We finish the proof. 
3.7. Now, we turn to the fibration formula for Gysin maps. We first introduce a definition.
Definition 3.8. Let X be a smooth scheme purely of dimension d over a field k and let Y be a smooth
connected curve over k. Let C Ď T ˚X be a conical closed subset purely of dimension d. We say that
f : X Ñ Y is a good fibration with respect to C if it satisfies the following properties:
(1) There exist finitely many closed points u1, . . . , um of X such that f is C-transversal on Xztu1, . . . , umu.
We call such closed points u1, . . . , um isolated characteristic points of f with respect to C.
(2) If ui ‰ uj, then fpuiq ‰ fpujq.
(3) The point ui is purely inseparable over fpuiq for i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m.
If f only satisfies the conditions (1) and (2), then we say f is a pre-good fibration with respect to C.
If f : X Ñ Y is a pre-good fibration with respect to C and if k is perfect, then by Lemma 3.9
below, there exists a finite set tv1, . . . , vnu of closed points of Y such that for every closed point v
of Y ztfpu1q, . . . , fpumq, v1 . . . , vnu, Xv is smooth and the closed immersion Xv Ñ X is properly C-
transversal.
Lemma 3.9. Let X be a smooth scheme purely of dimension d over a perfect field k and let Y be a
smooth connected curve over k. Let C Ď T ˚X be a conical closed subset purely of dimension d. Let
f : X Ñ Y be a smooth and C-transversal morphism. Then we have
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(1) For any closed point v P Y , Xv Ñ X is C-transversal.
(2) There exists an open dense subscheme V Ď Y such that Xv Ñ X is properly C-transversal for
any v P V .
Proof. (1)Let v P Y be a closed point. Since k is a perfect field, the closed point v is a smooth scheme
over k. We apply [35, Lemma 3.9.2] to the following Cartesian diagram
(3.9.1)
X

Xv

oo
Y voo
then the immersion Xv Ñ X is C-transversal.
(2) We consider the reduced scheme structure on every irreducible component Ca of C. By generic
flatness, there exists an open dense subset V Ď Y such that Ca ˆY V Ñ V is flat. Then Ca ˆY V Ñ V
is purely of relative dimension d ´ 1 (cf. [19, Corollary 9.6]). Since Ca ˆY v “ Ca ˆX Xv is purely of
dimension d´ 1 for any irreducible component Ca of C, then Xv Ñ X is properly C-transversal for any
v P V . 
3.10. Let X be a smooth scheme purely of dimension d over any field k and C Ď T ˚X a closed conical
subset purely of dimension d. Let f : X Ñ Y be a morphism to a smooth connected curve Y over k.
Let u P X be at most an isolated characteristic point of f with respect to C and ω a basis of T ˚Y on
a neighborhood of fpuq P Y . Then ω defines a section Y Ñ T ˚Y on a neighborhood of fpuq. By base
change, it defines a section X Ñ T ˚Y ˆY X . Let f
˚ω be the composition X Ñ T ˚Y ˆY X
df
ÝÑ T ˚X ,
which is well-defined on an open neighborhood of u. The intersection of an irreducible component Ca of
C and f˚ω consists of at most one isolated point f˚ωpuq P T ˚uX in the fiber of u. Hence the intersection
numbers pCa, f
˚ωqT˚X,u are well-defined and they are independent of the choice of the basis ω (cf. [35,
Section 5.2]).
Lemma 3.11. Let X be a smooth scheme over a field k and g : LÑ E be a morphism of vector bundles
on X such that L is a line bundle and E is a vector bundle of rank d. Let s1 : X Ñ E and s2 : X Ñ L
be the zero sections. Let
(3.11.1) c1pLq “
ÿ
V PJ
ordV ¨ rV s
be the associated divisor of the first Chern class (cf. [15, 2.5]), where J is a finite set of integral sub-
schemes of X of codimension 1, and ordV P Z is the coefficient of the component rV s. Let C Ď E be a
conical closed subset purely of dimension d. Assume that g´1pCq is contained in s2pXq Y
Ť
uPI Lu for a
finite set I of closed points of Xz t
Ť
V PJ V u and assume that V is smooth for all V P J . We choose a
basis ω of L at each point u P I. For each V P J , we have a commutative diagram
LˆX V //

l
L
g

X?
_s2oo
E ˆX V //

l
E

X?
_s1oo
V
iV // X
(3.11.2)
where iV : V Ñ X is the closed immersion. Then for any d-cycle Z supported on C, we have the following
equality
(3.11.3) s!1pZq “
ÿ
uPI
pZ, gpωqqE,u ¨ rus `
ÿ
V PJ
ordV ¨ g
!pi!V pZqq in CH0pXq,
where i!V and g
! are the refined Gysin maps pcf. [15, 6.2]q, and gpωq is the composition X
ω
ÝÑ L
g
ÝÑ E
which is well-defined on an open neighborhood of I.
Note that, since we use refined Gysin maps, by the assumption on g´1pCq, the support of g!pi!V pZqq
is contained in the zero section V Ď LˆX V .
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Proof. By the assumption, we may write the Gysin pullback g!pZq in the following form
(3.11.4) g!pZq “ A`
ÿ
uPI
bu ¨ rLus
where A P CH1ps2pXqq and bu P Z for u P I. From (3.11.4), we can calculate bu in the following way
(3.11.5) bu “ pg
!pZq, ωqL,u “ pZ, gpωqqE,u
by the projection formula [15, Example 8.1.7]. By (3.11.4) and (3.11.5), we have
(3.11.6) s!1pZq “ s
!
2pg
!pZqq “ s!2pAq `
ÿ
uPI
pZ, gpωqqE,u ¨ rus.
Now we only need to calculate s!2pAq. Since A is supported on the zero section X Ď L, by the self-
intersection formula [15, Proposition 2.6 (c)], we have s!2pAq “ c1pLq XA. By (3.11.2), we have
s!2pAq “ c1pLq X A
(3.11.1)
“
ÿ
V PJ
ordV ¨ pV ¨idL Aq(3.11.7)
(3.4.4)
“
ÿ
V PJ
ordV ¨ i
!
VA
(3.11.4)
“
ÿ
V PJ
ordV ¨ i
!
V g
!pZq
“
ÿ
V PJ
ordV ¨ g
!pi!V pZqq
where the last step follows from the commutativity property of the refined Gysin homomorphisms (cf.
[15, Theorem 6.4]). By (3.11.6) and (3.11.7), we get (3.11.3). This finishes the proof. 
Lemma 3.12. Let X be a smooth scheme purely of dimension d over a field k, let C Ď T ˚X be a conical
closed subset purely of dimension d and Z a d-cycle supported on C. Let f : X Ñ Y be a pre-good fibration
to a smooth connected curve Y over k with respect to C and u1, . . . , um P X the isolated characteristic
points of f with respect to C. Let ω be a non-zero rational 1-form on Y which has neither poles nor zeros
at fpu1q, . . . , fpumq such that for all closed point v P Y with ordvpωq ‰ 0, Xv is smooth and iv : Xv Ñ X
is C-transversal.
Then we have an equality in CH0pXq:
0!XpZq “
mÿ
i“1
pZ, f˚ωqT˚X,ui ¨ ruis `
ÿ
vP|Y |
ordvpωq ¨ iv˚p0
!
Xv
pi˚vZqq.(3.12.1)
where iv˚ : CH0pXvq Ñ CH0pXq is the canonical homomorphism. For the definition of the Gysin map
0!‚, see Subsection 3.5.
Proof. We apply Lemma 3.11 to L “ T ˚Y ˆY X , E “ T
˚X , J “ tXv | v P |Y | such that ordvpωq ‰ 0u
and g “ df : T ˚Y ˆY X Ñ T
˚X , where df is the morphism induced by f . We obtain the following
equality in CH0pXq
0!XpZq “
mÿ
i“1
pZ, f˚ωqT˚X,ui ¨ ruis `
ÿ
vP|Y |
ordvpωq ¨ df
!pr!iv pZq(3.12.2)
where priv : T
˚X ˆX Xv Ñ T
˚X is the first projection (base change of the map Xv Ñ X). Let v P |Y |
with ordvpωq ‰ 0, then Xv is smooth and T
˚Y ˆY Xv » T
˚
Xv
X . Moreover, we have a commutative
diagram
(3.12.3)
T ˚X T ˚X ˆX Xv
div

privoo T ˚Y ˆY Xv » T ˚XvX
pr2

dfoo
l
Xv?
_oo
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦
T ˚Xv Xv
0Xv
oo
where pr2 is the projection. Since Xv Ñ X is C-transversal, pC ˆX XvqX kerpdivq “ pC ˆX XvqXT
˚
Xv
X
is contained in the zero section Xv of T
˚X ˆX Xv. We have
df !pr!iv pZq
paq
“ pr2˚df
!pr!iv pZq
pbq
“ 0!Xvdiv˚pr
!
iv
pZq
(3.3.1)
“ 0!Xv pi
˚
vZq,(3.12.4)
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where in (a) we use the fact that df !pr!iv pZq is supported on the zero section Xv Ď T
˚
Xv
X and pr2 is the
identity map on Xv, and (b) follows from the push-forward formula [15, Theorem 6.2 (a) and (c)] and
the fact that df and 0Xv are regular immersions of same codimension. By (3.12.2) and (3.12.4), we get
(3.12.1). This finishes the proof. 
4. Existence of good pencil
4.1. The existence of a pre-good pencil is proved by Saito and Yatagawa [36]. We first recall their result
and we follow the same notation as in [36, Section 2] and [35, Section 3]. Let X be a smooth projective
scheme purely of dimension d over a field k. Let L be a very ample invertible OX -module and let
E Ď ΓpX,Lq be a sub k-vector space defining a closed immersion i : X Ñ P “ PpE_q “ ProjkpSym
‚Eq.
The dual projective space P_ “ P pEq parametrizes hyperplanes in P. The universal hyperplane Q “
tpx,Hq | x P Hu Ď Pˆk P
_ can be identified with the covariant projective space bundle PpT ˚Pq, cf. [35,
Subsection 3.2]. We also identify the universal family of hyperplane sections X ˆP Q with PpX ˆP T
˚Pq.
4.2. For a line L Ď P_, let AL be the axis
Ş
tPLHt Ď P of L. We define pL : XL “ tpx,Htq | x P
X XHt, t P Lu Ñ L by the Cartesian diagram
(4.2.1)
XL ÝÝÝÝÑ X ˆP Q
pL
§§đ §§đ
L ÝÝÝÝÑ P_.
The projection πL : XL Ñ X is an isomorphism on the complement X
˝
L “ X ´X XAL (cf. [11, Expose´
XVIII, 3] and [11, Expose´ XVII, 2]). Let p˝L : X
˝
L Ñ L be the restriction of pL. If moreover AL meets X
transversally, then πL : XL Ñ X is the blow-up of X along X XAL and hence XL is smooth over k.
4.3. Let C Ď T ˚X be a closed conical subset purely of dimension d. Let rC be the inverse image by the
surjection di : X ˆP T
˚PÑ T ˚X . We consider the following conditions.
(E) For every pair pu, vq of distinct closed points of the base change Xk¯ to an algebraic closure k¯ of
k, the restriction
E bk k¯ Ď ΓpX,Lq bk k¯ Ñ Lu{m
2
uLu ‘ Lv{m
2
vLv
is surjective.
(C) For every irreducible component Ca of C, the inverse image rCa Ď rC of Ca by the surjection
di : X ˆP T
˚PÑ T ˚X is not contained in the 0-section X ˆP T
˚
P
P.
By [35, Lemma 3.19], after replacing L and E by Lbn and the image Epnq of Ebn Ñ ΓpX,Lbnq for n ŕ 3
if necessary, the condition (E) and (C) are satisfied. For each irreducible component Ca of C, we regard
the projectivization Pp rCaq of rCa Ď rC as a closed subset of Pp rCq Ď PpX ˆP T ˚Pq “ X ˆP Q.
The existence of a pre-good pencil is proved in [36, Lemma 2.3].
Lemma 4.4 ([36, Lemma 2.3]). Let X be a smooth projective scheme purely of dimension n over an
algebraically closed field k. Let C Ď T ˚X be a closed conical subset purely of dimension n. Let L be a
very ample invertible OX-module and E Ď ΓpX,Lq a sub k-vector space satisfying the conditions (E) and
(C). Let P “ PpE_q and G “ Grp1,P_q be the Grassmannian variety parameterizing lines in P_. Then,
there exists a dense open subset U Ď G consisting of lines L Ď P_ satisfying the following conditions
(1)–(6):
(1) The axis AL meets X transversally and the immersion X XAL Ñ X is C-transversal.
(2) The blow-up πL : XL Ñ X is C-transversal.
(3) The morphism pL : XL Ñ L is a pre-good fibration with respect to π
˝
LC.
(4) No isolated characteristic point of pL is contained in the inverse image by πL : XL Ñ X of the
intersection X XAL.
(5) For every irreducible component Ca of C, the intersection XL X Pp rCaq is non-empty.
(6) For every pair of irreducible components Ca ‰ Cb of C, the intersection XL X Pp rCaq X Pp rCbq is
empty.
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4.5. In general, if k is not necessarily algebraically closed, we say that a line L Ď P_ is a pre-good pencil
with respect to C if L satisfies the conditions (1)–(6) in the above Lemma. If L is a pre-good pencil with
respect to C, then XL is a smooth scheme and pL : XL Ñ L is a pre-good fibration with respect to π
˝
LC.
Lemma 4.6. Let X be a smooth scheme purely of dimension d over a field k, i : Y Ñ X a closed
immersion of codimension c such that Y is smooth and purely of dimension d ´ c. Let C be a conical
closed subset of T ˚X such that i is properly C-transversal. Let π : W Ñ X be the blow up of X along Y .
Then π is properly C-transversal and Z :“W ˆX Y ãÑW is properly π
˝C-transversal.
Proof. Let p : Z Ñ Y be the projection and U “ XzY . Since i is properly C-transversal and the smooth
morphism p is properly i˝C-transversal, the composition Z Ñ X is also properly C-transversal by [35,
Lemma 7.2.2]. Applying [35, Lemma 7.2.2] again to the composition Z Ñ W
π
ÝÑ X , we get that π is
properly C-transversal on a neighborhood of Z Ď W and Z Ñ W is properly π˝C-transversal. Since
moreover π is an isomorphism over U , hence π must be properly C-transversal. 
4.7. Let f : C Ñ Z and h : W Ñ Z be morphisms of schemes of finite type over a field k. Assume
that every irreducible component of C is of dimension n and that h is locally of complete intersection
of relative virtual dimension d. We say that h : W Ñ Z meets f : C Ñ Z properly if every irreducible
component of C ˆZ W is of dimension n` d.
Lemma 4.8 ([33, Lemma 1.2.3]). Let P be a projective space over a field k and X Ď P a smooth closed
subscheme purely of dimension d over k. Let C Ď T ˚X be a conical closed subset such that C is purely
of dimension d. Let P_ be the dual projective space and G “ Grp1,P_q the Grassmannian variety
parameterizing lines in P_. Then the line L P G such that the immersion AL XX Ñ X meets C Ñ X
properly form a dense open subset of the Grassmannian variety G.
Proof. This follows directly from [33, Lemma 1.2.3]. For completeness, we include the proof. Let A Ď
PˆG be the universal family of linear subspaces of codimension 2, i.e.,
(4.8.1) A “ tpx, Lq P PˆG | x P ALu .
We consider the Cartesian diagram
CA
l
✌✌
✌
✌
✌
✌
✌
✌
✌
✌
✌
✌
✌
✌
✌
//

C

XA

//
l
X

G Aoo // P.
(4.8.2)
Since the projection AÑ P is smooth of relative dimension dimG´ 2, we have dimCA “ dimG` d´ 2.
Hence the open subset U of G consisting of L such that dimpC ˆP ALq “ dimpC ˆX pX XALqq ď d´ 2
is dense. For L P U , by [35, Lemma 7.2.1], dimpCa ˆX pX XALqq ě d´ 2 for any irreducible component
Ca of C. Thus we must have dimpCa ˆX pX X ALqq “ d´ 2 for all a, i.e., AL XX Ñ X meets C Ñ X
properly. 
Lemma 4.9. Let k be an infinite field. Let X be a smooth projective scheme purely of dimension n over
k. Let C Ď T ˚X be a closed conical subset purely of dimension n. Let L be a very ample invertible
OX-module and E Ď ΓpX,Lq a sub k-vector space satisfying the conditions (E) and (C). Let P “ PpE
_q
and G “ Grp1,P_q be the Grassmannian variety parameterizing lines in P_. Then, there exists a dense
open subset U Ď G consisting of lines L Ď P_ satisfying the following conditions (1)–(4):
(1) Lk¯ is a pre-good pencil with respect to Ck¯. Let u1, . . . , um be the isolated characteristic points of
pL : XL Ñ X with respect to π
˝
LC.
(2) The point ui is purely inseparable over pLpuiq for all i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m.
(3) The immersion i : AL XX Ñ X is properly C-transversal.
(4) The blow up πL : XL Ñ X along AL is properly C-transversal.
We say that a line L Ď P_ is a good pencil with respect to C if L satisfies the conditions (1)-(4) in the
above Lemma. If L is a good pencil, then XL is a smooth scheme and pL : XL Ñ L is a good fibration.
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Proof. We first consider the case where k is algebraically closed. In this case, the condition (2) is trivial.
Let U Ď G be the dense open subset defined in Lemma 4.4. Let U 1 Ď G be the dense open subset defined
by Lemma 4.8. Let U0 “ U X U
1. Then for any L P U0, the line L satisfies the condition (1) by Lemma
4.4. In particular AL X X is smooth and AL X X Ñ X is C-transversal. Since L P U
1, AL X X Ñ X
meets C Ñ X properly. Thus every irreducible component of C ˆX pAL XXq is of dimension d´ 2 (cf.
Subsection 4.7), i.e., AL XX Ñ X is properly C-transversal. Since AL meets X transversally, XL Ñ X
is the blow up of X along AL XX (cf. [11, Expose´ XVIII, 3]). By Lemma 4.6, XL Ñ X is also properly
C-transversal. Thus any L P U0 satisfies the conditions (1)-(4) of Lemma 4.9. This proves the lemma in
the case where k is algebraically closed.
For a general field k, let U 1 Ď Gk¯ be an open subset such that L P U
1 satisfies the conditions (1)-(4)
of Lemma 4.9 for Xk¯ and let Z
1 “ Gk¯zU
1 be its complement. Let Z be the image of Z 1 by Gk¯ Ñ G and
let U be its complement U “ GzZ. Then the extension Lk¯ of a k-rational point L P Upkq satisfies the
conditions (1)-(4).
For any morphism f : X Ñ Y (respectively g : Y Ñ X), we note that if fk¯ (respectively gk¯) is Ck¯-
transversal, then f (respectively g) is also C-transversal. Let L Ď P_ be a line such that Lk¯ satisfies
the conditions (1)-(4) of Lemma 4.9 with respect to Ck¯. Let u be an isolated characteristic point of pL
and put v “ pLpuq. Since there exists only one isolated characteristic point in XL bk kpvq, the extension
kpuq{kpvq must be purely inseparable. Hence L P Upkq satisfies the conditions (1)-(4).
When k is an infinite field, there exists a k-rational point in U since the Grassmannian varieties are
rational. This proves the lemma. 
5. Characteristic cycle
5.1. We prove Theorem 1.5 in this section. First, we recall the definitions of singular support and
characteristic cycle for any e´tale sheaf with finite coefficients. Then we introduce these notions for ℓ-adic
sheaves. In order to define the characteristic cycles for Qℓ-sheaves, following a suggestion of T. Saito,
we construct a decomposition homomorphism dX : KpX,Qℓq Ñ KpX,Fℓq for certain schemes X in 5.15,
which can be viewed as a generalization of the decomposition homomorphisms defined in [38, 15.2] (See
also [39, The´ore`me 2]).
Definition 5.2. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p. Let Λ be a finite field of characteristic ℓpℓ ‰ pq
or Λ “ Qℓ. Let X be a smooth scheme over k and F P D
b
cpX,Λq. Let C be a conical closed subset of
T ˚X.
(1) p[4, 1.3]q We say that F is micro-supported on C if the following condition holds:
Let ph, fq be any pair of morphisms h : W Ñ X and f : W Ñ Y between smooth schemes over
k such that h is C-transversal and f is h˝C-transversal. Then f is puniversallyq locally acyclic
with respect to h˚F .
(2) Assume that C and X are purely of dimension d. Assume that F is micro-supported on C. Let
Z be a d-cycle supported on C. We say that Z satisfies the Milnor formula for F if the following
condition holds:
Let pj, fq be any pair of an e´tale morphism j : U Ñ X and a morphism f : U Ñ Y to a smooth
curve Y over k. Let u P U be a closed point such that u is at most an isolated characteristic point
of f with respect to j˝C. Then we have
(5.2.1) ´ dimtotφupj
˚F , fq “ pj˚Z, dfqT˚U,u,
which is called the Milnor formula. Here φ denotes the vanishing cycle functor and dimtot is the
total dimension (cf. Subsection 2.7).
5.3. We have the following existence theorem for the singular support and characteristic cycle, which is
proved by Beilinson and T. Saito respectively.
Theorem 5.4. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p and Λ be a finite local ring such that the
characteristic ℓ of the residue field of Λ is invertible in k. Let X be a smooth scheme over k and
F P DbctfpX,Λq. Here D
b
ctfpX,Λq is the full subcategory of D
bpX,Λq consisting of objects G with finite
Tor-dimension such that HipGq are constructible for all i.
p1q (Beilinson, [4, 1.3]) There is a unique minimal conical closed subset C of T ˚X such that F is
micro-supported on C. We denote this unique element by SSF , and we call it the singular support of F .
If X is purely of dimension d, then every irreducible component of SSpFq is of dimension d.
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p2q (Saito, [35, Theorem 5.9, Theorem 5.19]) Assume that X is purely of dimension d. Then there is a
unique d-cycle CCF supported on SSF with Z-coefficients such that CCF satisfies the Milnor formula
for F .
5.5. We recall the following result in [35], which can be used to define the singular support and charac-
teristic cycle for any ℓ-adic sheaf.
Lemma 5.6 ([35]). Let X be a smooth scheme purely of dimension d over a perfect field k of characteristic
p. Let Λ be a finite local ring with residue field Λ0 of characteristic ℓpℓ ‰ pq. For any F P D
b
ctf pX,Λq,
we have
SSpFq “ SSpF bLΛ Λ0q,(5.6.1)
CCpFq “ CCpF bLΛ Λ0q.(5.6.2)
Proof. Formula (5.6.1) is proved in [35, Corollary 4.5.4]. By the proof of [35, Theorem 5.9], for every pair
pj, fq of an e´tale morphism j : U Ñ X and a morphism f : U Ñ Y to a smooth curve over k, we have (cf.
[11, Expose´ XIII, (2.1.13.1)] or [26, Corollary D.8, p.349])
(5.6.3) dimtotφupj
˚F , fq “ dimtotφupj
˚pF bLΛ Λ0q, fq,
where u is at most an isolated characteristic point of f with respect to j˝SSpFq. This implies that (5.6.2)
by Theorem 5.4(2). 
5.7. Now we start to define the characteristic cycle for ℓ-adic sheaves. Let k be a perfect field of
characteristic p and ℓ ‰ p a prime number. Let E be a finite extension of Qℓ, OE the ring of integers of
E. Let mE be the maximal ideal of OE with a uniformizer πE and residue field kE “ OE{mE. Let X be
a smooth scheme purely of dimension d over k and F P DbcpX,OEq. Recall that (cf. [8, (1.1.2)] and [17,
Expose´ VI, De´finition 1.1.1]) F is a family pFnqně0 of objects Fn P D
b
ctf pX,OE{m
n`1
E q with ismorphisms
for all n ě 0
(5.7.1) Fn`1 b
L
OE{m
n`2
E
OE{m
n`1
E
»
ÝÝÑ Fn.
Recall that the reduction map
´bLOE OE{mE : D
b
cpX,OEq Ñ D
b
cpX,OE{mEq(5.7.2)
is conservative [13, Theorem 3.6 (ii)]. By Proposition 5.6, for any integer n ě 0, we have SSpFnq “
SSpF0q “ SSpF b
L
OE
OE{mEq and CCpFnq “ CCpF0q “ CCpF b
L
OE
OE{mEq.
Definition 5.8. We define the fake singular support SSpFq and the characteristic cycle CCpFq of F to
be
SSpFq :“ SSpF bLOE OE{mEq,(5.8.1)
CCpFq :“ CCpF bLOE OE{mEq.(5.8.2)
Proposition 5.9. Under the assumptions in Subsection 5.7. Then F is micro-supported on SSpFq pcf.
Definition 5.2q and CCpFq satisfies the Minor formula (5.2.1) for F .
Proof. Let F “ pFnqně0 be a projective system satisfying (5.7.1). By Lemma 5.6, for any integer n ě 0,
the sheaf Fn is micro-supported on SSpFq and CCpFnq “ CCpFq satisfies the Minor formula (5.2.1) for
Fn.
Let us show that F is micro-supported on SSpFq. Let ph, fq be a pair of morphisms h : W Ñ X
and f : W Ñ Y between smooth schemes over k such that h is SSpFq-transversal and f is h˝SSpFq-
transversal. We need to show that f is locally acyclic relatively to h˚F . By [10, Th. finitude, De´finition
2.12], we need to show that the canonical morphism
(5.9.1) ph˚Fqw¯ Ñ RΓpWpw¯q ˆYpfpw¯qq t¯, h
˚F |Wpw¯qˆYpfpw¯qq t¯q
is an isomorphism for all geometric points w¯ ÑW and t¯Ñ Ypfpw¯qq, where Wpw¯q is the strict localization
of W at w¯. Since f is locally acyclic relatively to Fn for all n, thus we have an isomorphism
(5.9.2) ph˚Fnqw¯ Ñ RΓpWpw¯q ˆYpfpw¯qq t¯, h
˚Fn|Wpw¯qˆYpfpw¯qq t¯q.
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By definition, we have ph˚Fqw¯ » limÐÝnph
˚Fnqw¯ and
RΓpWpw¯q ˆYpfpw¯qq t¯, h
˚F |Wpw¯qˆYpfpy¯qq t¯q “ limÐÝ
n
RΓpWpw¯q ˆYpfpw¯qq t¯, h
˚Fn|Wpw¯qˆYpfpy¯qq t¯q.
Applying limÐÝn to (5.9.2), we prove that the morphism (5.9.1) is also an isomorphism.
Now let us show that CCpFq satisfies the Minor formula (5.2.1) for F . Let pj, fq be any pair of an
e´tale morphism j : U Ñ X and a morphism f : U Ñ Y to a smooth curve Y over k. Let u P U be a
closed point such that u is at most an isolated characteristic point of f with respect to j˝SSF . By the
formula (5.10.1) of Subsection 5.10 below, we have
dimtotpφupj
˚F , fqq “ dimtotpφupj
˚F0, fqq.(5.9.3)
Since we have Milnor formula for F0 P D
b
cpX,OE{mKq
(5.9.4) ´ dimtotpφupj
˚F0, fqq “ pCCpF0q, dfqT˚U,u,
by (5.9.3) we get
(5.9.5) ´ dimtotφupj
˚F , fq “ pCCpF0q, dfqT˚U,u
(5.8.2)
“ pCCpFq, dfqT˚U,u.
This finishes the proof. 
5.10. Let Y be a smooth scheme and X a smooth curve over a perfect field k of characteristic p. Let
f : Y Ñ X be a morphism over k and F P DbcpY,Qℓq. We choose a finite extension E of Qℓ and an object
pFnqně0 P D
b
cpY,OEq satisfying (5.7.1) such that F “ pFnq in D
b
cpY,Qℓq (cf. [8]). Then for any closed
point u P Y , we have
(5.10.1) dimtotφupF , fq “ dimtotφupFn, fq @n ě 0.
The above result follows from the proof of the Grothendieck-Ogg-Shafarevich formula [17, Expose´ X,
The´ore`me 7.1]. See also [14, Corollary 10.2.7]. Indeed, let K “ φupF , fq and Kn “ φupFn, fq. By [14,
Proposition 10.1.17 (iv)], pKnqně0 is a projective system satisfying
Kn`1 b
L
OE{mn`2
OE{m
n`1 » Kn(5.10.2)
and Kn is quasi-isomorphic to a bounded complex of flat OE{m
n`1-modules for all n ě 0. Then by [14,
Lemma 10.1.14], we may represent each Kn by a bounded complex Ln of free OE{m
n`1-modules of finite
rank, and we have quasi-isomorphisms
(5.10.3) Ln`1 bOE{mn`2 OE{m
n`1 » Ln.
By [14, Proposition 10.1.15], we may find a bounded complex L of free OE-modules of finite ranks and
quasi-isomorphisms L{πn`1E LÑ Ln such that the diagrams (n ě 0)
(5.10.4)
L{πn`2E L

// Ln`1

L{πn`1E L
// Ln
commute up to homotopy. Recall that for any local ring A and any bounded complex G of projective
A-modules, we have (applying the identity function to [10, Rapport, (4.3.1)], see also [14, Proposition
10.2.3])
rankG “
ÿ
i
p´1qi ¨ rankGi, rGs “
ÿ
i
p´1qi ¨ rGis in KpDbperfpΛqq » KpΛq.(5.10.5)
Then we have
rankK “
ÿ
i
p´1qi ¨ rankpLi bOE Eq “
ÿ
i
p´1qi ¨ rankpLi{πn`1E L
iq “ rankKn.(5.10.6)
Since dimtot “ Sw ` rank and the Swan conductor of a module is determined by its reduction(cf. [24,
1.10] for a nice explanation of this fact), we have
dimtotK “
ÿ
i
p´1qi ¨ dimtotpLi bOE Eq “
ÿ
i
p´1qi ¨ dimtotpLi{πn`1E L
iq “ dimtotKn.(5.10.7)
This finishes the proof of (5.10.1).
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5.11. Let k be a field of characteristic p ą 0 and k¯ an algebraic closure of k. We assume that k satisfies
the following condition:
(F) For any finite extension k1 Ď k¯ of k, the groups HipGalpk¯{k1q,Z{ℓZq are finite for all integers
i ě 0.
Then for any separated scheme X of finite type over k, DbcpX,Qℓq is a triangulated category with a
t-structure (cf. [6, 2.2.15 and 2.2.16]). Note that finite fields and algebraically closed fields satisfy the
assumption (F).
Similar to the definition of DbcpX,Qℓq, the triangulated category D
b
cpX,Fℓq (respectively D
b
cpX,Zℓq)
is defined as the direct limit
DbcpX,Fℓq “ “2´ limÝÑ
”DbcpX,Λq respectively D
b
cpX,Zℓq “ “2´ limÝÑ
”DbcpX,OEq(5.11.1)
where Λ Ď Fℓ (respectively E Ď Qℓ) ranges over all finite extensions of Fℓ (respectively Qℓ). For a
finite extension Λ Ñ Λ1 of finite fields over Fℓ, the transition map D
b
cpX,Λq Ñ D
b
cpX,Λ
1q in (5.11.1) is
defined by F ÞÑ F bΛ Λ
1. For the case DbcpX,OEq, we refer to [26, p.331]. For an object F in D
b
cpX,Λq
(respectively DbcpX,OEq), we write F b Fℓ (respectively F b Zℓ) when viewed as an object in D
b
cpX,Fℓq
(respectively DbcpX,Zℓq). Furthermore,
HompF b Fℓ,G b Fℓq “ HompF ,Gq b Fℓ(5.11.2)
respectively HompF b Zℓ,G b Zℓq “ HompF ,Gq b Zℓ.
For ‚ P tQℓ,Zℓ,Fℓu, we denote by KpX, ‚q the Grothendieck group of D
b
cpX, ‚q (cf. [17, Expose´ VIII]
and [3, Expose´ IV]). Elements of KpX, ‚q will be called virtual ‚-sheaves. Since there is an essentially
surjective and exact functor DbcpX,Zℓq Ñ D
b
cpX,Qℓq, it induces a surjective map
(5.11.3) KpX,Zℓq Ñ KpX,Qℓq.
5.12. For ‚ P tQℓ,Zℓ,Fℓu, the group KpX, ‚q equals to the Grothendieck group of the abelian category
of constructible ‚-sheaves and also equals to that of the abelian category PervpX, ‚q of perverse ‚-sheaves
[6, 2.2.16-2.2.18]. For any K P DbcpX, ‚q, we have
rKs “
ÿ
i
p´1qi ¨ rHipKqs “
ÿ
j
p´1qj ¨ r pHjpKqs in KpX, ‚q.
The operation bL induces a product “¨” on KpX, ‚q. The functors Rf˚, f
˚, Rf! and Rf
! induce group
homomorphisms between corresponding Grothendieck groups, which will also be denoted by Rf˚, f
˚, Rf!
and Rf ! respectively.
We briefly recall the definition of constructible ‚-sheaves for ‚ P tQℓ,Zℓu. Let E be a finite extension
of Qℓ. Recall that a constructible πE -adic sheaf F is a projective system F “ pFnqně0 with the following
conditions:
(a) For any n ě 0, Fn is a constructible sheaf of OE{m
n`1-modules.
(b) The transition morphism Fn`1 Ñ Fn induces an isomorphism
(5.12.1) Fn`1 bOE{mn`1 OE{m
n »ÝÝÑ Fn, for any n ě 0.
A constructible πE-adic sheaf F is called torsion-free if the map F
πEÝÝÑ F is A-R injective (cf. [14,
Corollary 10.1.9]). This implies that the stalks of the sheaves Fn are flat OE{m
n`1-modules and the
stalks Fx¯ of F are finitely generated torsion-free OE-modules. Any constructible Qℓ-sheaf is isomorphic
to F bQℓ for some torsion-free constructible πE -adic sheaves F (cf. [26, p. 328]).
Let E be a finite extension of Qℓ. Any torsion-free constructible πE-adic sheaf F “ pFnqně0 can
be viewed as an element in DbcpX,OEq. Indeed, since Fn is OE{m
n`1
E flat, Fn can be considered as a
complex
Ñ 0Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ 0Ñ Fn Ñ 0Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
concentrated in degree 0. The projective system associated to these complexes is contained in DbcpX,OEq.
But this construction fails if F is not torsion-free (cf. [26, II.6, Lemma 6.2]).
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5.13. Let E be a finite extension of Qℓ, the functor ´b
L
OE
OE{mE defines a group homomorphism
KpX,OEq Ñ KpX,OE{mEq(5.13.1)
The above group homomorphism is compatible with field extensions and it induces a group homomorphism
(called the reduction map)
KpX,Zℓq Ñ KpX,Fℓq.(5.13.2)
For any F P KpX,Zℓq, we denote by F the image of F under the reduction map (5.13.2). By ([13,
Theorem 6.3 iii] and [8, 1.1.2 c]), the operations Rf˚,f
˚, Rf! and Rf
! commute with reduction, i.e.,
for any morphism f : X Ñ Y between separated schemes of finite type over k, we have commutative
diagrams
KpX,Zℓq //
Rf˚

KpX,Fℓq
Rf˚

KpX,Zℓq //
Rf!

KpX,Fℓq
Rf!

KpY,Zℓq // KpY,Fℓq KpY,Zℓq // KpY,Fℓq
KpY,Zℓq //
f˚

KpY,Fℓq
f˚

KpY,Zℓq //
Rf !

KpY,Fℓq
Rf !

KpX,Zℓq // KpX,Fℓq KpX,Zℓq // KpX,Fℓq
(5.13.3)
5.14. Let X be a smooth scheme purely of dimension d over a perfect field k satisfying the assumption
(F) of Subsection 5.11. By the additivity of characteristic cycle [35, Lemma 5.13], the map F ÞÑ CCF
defines a group homomorphism CC : KpX,Fℓq Ñ ZdpT
˚Xq, where ZdpT
˚Xq is the group of d-cycles on
T ˚X . By (5.8.2), we also have a well-defined group homomorphism CC : KpX,Zℓq Ñ ZdpT
˚Xq with a
commutative diagram
KpX,Zℓq
CC &&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
// KpX,Fℓq
CC

ZdpT
˚Xq
(5.14.1)
5.15. Let X be a separated scheme of finite type over a field k satisfying the condition (F) of Subsection
5.11. Following a suggestion of T. Saito, we construct a group homomorphism
dX : KpX,Qℓq Ñ KpX,Fℓq,(5.15.1)
which is similar to the decomposition homomorphism defined in [38, 15.2] (cf. Subsection 5.25 for a briefly
recall of the definition). By 5.12, the group KpX,Qℓq equals to the Grothendieck group of the abelian
category of constructible Qℓ-sheaves. So we only need to define dX for constructible Qℓ-adic sheaves.
Now let F be a constructible Qℓ-adic sheaf. We choose a finite extension E of Qℓ and a (torsion-free)
πE -adic sheaf G on X such that F » G bOE Qℓ (cf. [26, p. 328]). Then we define dXpFq :“ G (cf. 5.13),
which is independent of the choice of E and G by Lemma 5.16 below. By linearity, this defines a group
homomorphism dX : KpX,Qℓq Ñ KpX,Fℓq, which will be called the decomposition homomorphism on
X .
In general, for F P DbcpX,Qℓq, we choose a finite extension E of Qℓ and G P D
b
cpX,OEq such that
F “ G b Qℓ. We write G “
ř
i ai ¨ Gi P KpX,OEqpai P Zq with Gi constructible πE -adic sheaves. Then
we have
dXpFq “
ÿ
i
ai ¨ Gi “
ÿ
i
ai ¨ rGi b
L
OE OE{mEs “ G b
L
OE OE{mE “ G P KpX,Fℓq.(5.15.2)
Lemma 5.16. Let E and E1 be finite extensions of Qℓ. Let F (respectively G) be a constructible πE-adic
(respectively πE1 -adic) sheaf on X. If F bOE Qℓ » G bOE1 Qℓ as Qℓ-sheaves, then we have
(5.16.1) F “ G in KpX,Fℓq.
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Proof. Let E2 be a finite extension of Qℓ such that E Ď E
2 and E1 Ď E2. Let F 1 and G1 be the images
in DbcpX,OE2q of F and G respectively. Then F “ G P KpX,Fℓq if and only if F
1 “ G1 P KpX,Fℓq. Thus
we may assume that E “ E1. Let OE be the ring of integers of E and let kE be the residue field of OE .
By devissage, we can reduce to the case where F “ j!K and G “ j!L for a locally closed immersion
j : U Ñ X and smooth πE-adic sheaves K and L on U . We may assume U is connected. Let x P U
be a closed point. By ([17, Expose´ VI, Proposition 1.2.5] or [14, Proposition 10.1.23]), the fiber functor
H ÞÑ Hx¯ defines an equivalence between the category of smooth πE-adic sheaves on U and the category
of finitely generated OE-modules with continuous π1pU, x¯q-actions.
Now we use a similar argument with [38, Theorem 32]. First, we assume that Kx¯ and Lx¯ are torsion-
free OE-modules. Since Kx¯ bQℓ » Lx¯ bQℓ, replacing Kx¯ by a scalar multiple (which does not effect the
reduction) and extending the field E if necessarly, we can assume that Kx¯ is contained in Lx¯. Thus there
exists an integer n ě 0 such that
(5.16.2) πnELx¯ Ď Kx¯ Ď Lx¯.
Now we prove (5.16.1) by induction on n.
If n “ 1. Let M be the kE -module Lx¯{Kx¯ with continuous π1pU, x¯q-actions. By [45, Example 3.1.7,
p.68], we have TorOE1 pkE ,Mq “M and Tor
OE
1 pkE ,Lx¯q “ 0 since Lx¯ is a torsion-free OE-module. So the
short exact sequence 0Ñ Kx¯ Ñ Lx¯ ÑM Ñ 0 induces an exact sequence
(5.16.3) 0ÑM Ñ Kx¯ bOE kE Ñ Lx¯ bOE kE ÑM Ñ 0.
Let M be the locally constant and constructible sheaf of kE -modules on U which corresponds to the
representation M of π1pUq. Then we get an exact sequence of smooth sheaves of kE-modules on U :
(5.16.4) 0ÑMÑ K bOE kE Ñ LbOE kE ÑMÑ 0.
Passing to KpX,Fℓq we have
(5.16.5) j!M´ j!K ` j!L´ j!M “ 0.
Thus j!K “ j!L in KpX,Fℓq which proves the result in the case n “ 1.
For n ě 2, we put T “ πn´1E ¨ Lx¯ `Kx¯. By (5.16.2), we then have
(5.16.6) πn´1E ¨ Lx¯ Ď T Ď Lx¯ and πE ¨ T Ď Kx¯ Ď T.
Let T be the smooth and torsion-free πE -adic sheaf on U corresponding to T . By the case n “ 1 and
induction, we get
(5.16.7) j!L “ j!T “ j!K.
If Kx¯ or Lx¯ is not torsion-free, without loss of generality, we assume Kx¯ is not torsion-free. Then we
write Kx¯ “ F‘T , where F is a torsion-freeOE -module with continuous π1pU, x¯q-action and T is a torsion
OE-module such that π
n
ET “ 0 for some integer n ą 0. Then we only need to show that T b
L
OE
kE “ 0
in Kpπ1pU, x¯q, kEq.
Let P be a torsion-free and finitely generated OE-module with continuous π1pU, x¯q-action such that
we have a surjection P Ñ T . Let Q be the kernel of P Ñ T . Then Q is also torsion-free. Since T “ P {Q
is killed by πnE , we have
(5.16.8) πnE ¨ P Ď Q Ď P.
This condition is the same as (5.16.2). By the same proof above, we have rP bOE kEs “ rQbOE kEs in
Kpπ1pU, x¯q, kEq, thus rT b
L
OE
kEs “ rP bOE kEs ´ rQ bOE kEs “ 0 in Kpπ1pU, x¯q, kEq. We finish the
proof. 
Theorem 5.17. Let k be a perfect field satisfying the condition (F) of Subsection 5.11.
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p1q For any morphism f : X Ñ Y between separated schemes of finite type over k, we have commutative
diagrams
KpX,Qℓq
dX //
Rf˚

KpX,Fℓq
Rf˚

KpX,Qℓq
dX //
Rf!

KpX,Fℓq
Rf!

KpY,Qℓq
dY // KpY,Fℓq KpY,Qℓq
dY // KpY,Fℓq
KpY,Qℓq
dY //
f˚

KpY,Fℓq
f˚

KpY,Qℓq
dY //
Rf !

KpY,Fℓq
Rf !

KpX,Qℓq
dX // KpX,Fℓq KpX,Qℓq
dX // KpX,Fℓq
(5.17.1)
p2q If X is a smooth scheme over k and if F P DbcpX,Qℓq, then F is micro-supported on SSpdXpFqq.
p3q If X is a smooth scheme purely of dimension d over k and if F P DbcpX,Qℓq, then CCpdXpFqq
satisfies the Minor formula (5.2.1) for F .
Proof. (1) follows from the fact that the operations Rf˚, f
˚, Rf! and Rf
! commute with reduction (cf.
[13, Theorem 6.3 iii] and [8, 1.1.2 c]). Indeed, for G P DbcpX,Qℓq, we choose a finite extension E of Qℓ
and F “ pFnqně0 P D
b
cpX,OEq such that G “ FbQℓ. By [13, Theorem 6.3], we have Rf˚F P D
b
cpY,OEq
and pRf˚Fq b
L
OE
OE{mE » Rf˚pF b
L
OE
OE{mEq. Thus
dY pRf˚pGqq
(5.15.2)
“ pRf˚Fq b
L
OE OE{mE “ Rf˚pF b
L
OE OE{mEq
(5.15.2)
“ Rf˚pdXpGqq.(5.17.2)
This proves the commutativity for Rf˚. Other diagrams can be checked similarly.
(2) follows from Proposition 5.9, and (3) follows from (5.10.1) and Proposition 5.9. 
Definition 5.18. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p satisfying the assumption (F) of Subsection
5.11. Let X be a smooth scheme purely of dimension d over k and F P DbcpX,Qℓq. Then we define the
characteristic cycle CCpFq prespectively fake singular support SSpFqq of F to be
(5.18.1) CCpFq “ CCpdXpFqq, prespectively SSpFq “ SSpdXpFqqq.
By the additivity of characteristic cycle [35, Lemma 5.13], the map F ÞÑ CCF defines a group homomor-
phism CC : KpX,Qℓq Ñ ZdpT
˚Xq.
The characteristic cycle is compatible with pull-back by any properly SSF -transversal morphism.
Lemma 5.19 ([35, Theorem 7.6]). Let X be a smooth scheme purely of dimension d over a perfect field
k of characteristic p and F P DbcpX,Λq. If Λ “ Qℓ, we further assume k satisfies the condition (F) of
Subsection 5.11. Let W be a smooth scheme purely of dimension m over k. Let h : W Ñ X be a properly
SSF-transversal morphism. Then we have
(5.19.1) CCh˚F “ h!CCF ,
where h!CCF is defined to be p´1qm´d¨h˚CCF “ p´1qm´d¨dh˚ppr
!
hCCFq pcf. (3.3.1)q and prh : T
˚XˆX
W Ñ T ˚X is the first projection.
Proof. If Λ is finite, this is [35, Theorem 7.6]. Now we consider the case where Λ “ Qℓ. We choose a
finite extension E of Qℓ and G “ pGnqně0 P D
b
cpX,OEq such that F “ G b Qℓ. Then SSF “ SSG0 and
h is SSG0-transversal. Thus we have
(5.19.2) CCh˚F
(5.18.1)
“ CCh˚G0
paq
“ h!CCG0
(5.18.1)
“ h!CCF ,
where (a) follows from [35, Theorem 7.6]. 
Definition 5.20 ([35, Definition 5.7]). Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p and Λ a finite field
of characteristic ℓpℓ ‰ pq or Λ “ Qℓ. If Λ “ Qℓ, we further assume k satisfies the condition (F) of
Subsection 5.11. Let X be a smooth scheme purely of dimension d over k and F P DbcpX,Λq. We define
the characteristic class of F by
(5.20.1) ccXF “ pCCF , T
˚
XXqT˚X P CH0pXq.
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If X is moreover projective and Λ is finite, then χpXk¯,Fq “ degpccXFq by [35, Theorem 7.13]. The
case Λ “ Qℓ can be deduced from [35, Theorem 7.13] by applying the decomposition homomorphism
dX : KpX,Qℓq Ñ KpX,Fℓq, or one can prove it by induction on the dimension of X and by using
(5.21.1).
The following identity (5.21.1) for ccXF is key to the proof of our main Theorem 1.5.
Proposition 5.21. Let X be a smooth scheme purely of dimension d over a perfect field k and F P
DbcpX,Λq. If Λ “ Qℓ, we further assume k satisfies the condition (F) of Subsection 5.11. Let f : X Ñ Y
be a pre-good fibration to a smooth connected curve Y over k with respect to SSF and let u1, . . . , um P X
be the isolated characteristic points of f with respect to SSF . Let ω be a non-zero rational 1-form on Y
which has neither poles nor zeros at fpu1q, . . . , fpumq such that for all closed point v P Y with ordvpωq ‰ 0,
Xv is smooth and iv : Xv Ñ X is properly SSF-transversal.
Then we have an equality in CH0pXq:
ccXF “ ´
mÿ
i“1
dimtotφuipF , fq ¨ ruis ´
ÿ
vP|Y |
ordvpωq ¨ iv˚pccXv pF |Xv qq,(5.21.1)
where iv˚ : CH0pXvq Ñ CH0pXq is the natural homomorphism.
Proof. We apply Lemma 3.12 to Z “ CCF . For a closed point v P |Y |, if ordvpωq ‰ 0, then iv : Xv Ñ X
is properly SSF -transversal and is of codimension 1. Hence by Lemma 5.19 we have
ccXv pF |Xv q “ pi
!
vCCF , T
˚
Xv
Xvq
(3.3.2)
“ ´pi˚vCCF , T
˚
Xv
Xvq.
By the Milnor formula (5.2.1), ´dimtotφuipF , fq “ pCCF , f
˚ωqT˚X,ui . Now (5.21.1) follows from
(3.12.1). 
Lemma 5.22. Let X and Y be smooth projective connected schemes over a field k and let i : Y ãÑ X be a
closed immersion of codimension r ě 1. Let π : rX Ñ X be the blow up of X along Y and F P DbcpX,Λq.
Then we have a distinguished triangle in DbcpX,Λq:
(5.22.1) F Ñ Rπ˚π
˚F Ñ
r´1à
t“1
pi˚i
˚Fqp´tqr´2ts Ñ Fr1s.
In particular, if k “ Fq is a finite field, then we have pcf. (1.1.2)q
(5.22.2) εp rX, π˚Fq “ εpX,Fq ¨ εpY, i˚Fqr´1 ¨ q´ rpr´1q2 χpYk¯,i˚Fq in Λˆ.
Proof. By [20, Expose´ XVI, Proposition 2.2.2.1], we have a distinguished triangle in DbcpX,Λq:
(5.22.3) ΛÑ Rπ˚ΛÑ
r´1à
t“1
pi˚Λqp´tqr´2ts Ñ Λr1s,
which is also valid for Λ “ Qℓ. Applying the functor ´b
L F to the above distinguished triangle, we get
another distinguished triangle in DbcpX,Λq:
(5.22.4) F Ñ Rπ˚Λb
L F Ñ
r´1à
t“1
pi˚Λq b
L Fp´tqr´2ts Ñ Fr1s.
By the projection formula [2, Expose´ XVII, Proposition 5.2.9], we have
(5.22.5) Rπ˚Λ b
L F » Rπ˚pΛ b
L π˚Fq “ Rπ˚π
˚F and i˚Λb
L F » i˚i
˚F .
Now (5.22.1) follows from (5.22.4) and (5.22.5).
Now let k “ Fq be a finite field. Since εpX,Fq “ detp´Frobk, RΓpXk¯;Fqq
´1 is additive with respect
to F , by (5.22.1) we have
(5.22.6) εpX,Rπ˚π
˚Fq “ εpX,Fq
r´1ź
t“1
εpX, i˚i
˚Fp´tqr´2tsq.
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Recall that for any K P DbcpX,Λq and any integer n, we have (cf. [27, (3.1.1.7)] for Qℓ-sheaves)
εpX,Kpnqq “
ź
j
detp´Frobk;H
jpXk¯,Kpnqqq
´1´j(5.22.7)
“
ź
j
´
q´n¨p´1q
´1´j ¨dimΛH
jpXk¯,Kq ¨ detp´Frobk;H
jpXk¯,Kqq
´1´j
¯
“ qn¨χpXk¯,Kq ¨ εpX,Kq.
Since εpX,Rπ˚π
˚Fq “ εp rX, π˚Fq and εpX, i˚i˚Fp´tqr´2tsq “ εpY, i˚Fp´tqq, combining (5.22.6) and
(5.22.7), we get (5.22.2). 
Now, we turn to prove our main theorem.
Theorem 5.23. Let X be a smooth connected and projective scheme of dimension d over a finite field k
of characteristic p. Let Λ be a finite field of characteristic ℓpℓ ‰ pq or Λ “ Qℓ. Let F P D
b
cpX,Λq and let
G be a smooth sheaf of Λ-modules on X. Let detG : CH0pXq Ñ Λ
ˆ also denote the composition of the
reciprocity map CH0pXq Ñ π1pXq
ab and the character π1pXq
ab Ñ Λˆ corresponding to the sheaf detG.
Then we have
detGp´ccXFq “
εpX,F b Gq
εpX,FqrankG
in Λˆ.(5.23.1)
Remark 5.24. After taking a finite extension kr of k of degree r, the left and right hand sides of the
formula (5.23.1) become rth power. Indeed, since Frobkr “ pFrobkq
r, we have
εpXkr ,F |Xkr q “ detp´Frobkr ;RΓpXk¯,Fqq
´1 “ detp´pFrobkq
r;RΓpXk¯,Fqq
´1
“ p´1q´χpXk¯,Fq ¨
`
detpFrobk;RΓpXk¯,Fqq
´1
˘r
“ p´1qpr´1q¨χpXk¯,Fq ¨
`
detp´Frobk;RΓpXk¯,Fqq
´1
˘r
“ p´1qpr´1q¨χpXk¯,Fq ¨ εpX,Fqr.
By [21, Corollaire 2.10], we have χpXk¯,F b Gq “ rankG ¨ χpXk¯,Fq and
εpXkr , pF b Gq|Xkr q
εpXkr ,F |Xkr q
rankG
“
p´1qpr´1q¨χpXk¯,FbGq ¨ εpX,F b Gqr
p´1qpr´1q¨χpXk¯,Fq¨rankG ¨ εpX,FqrankG¨r
“
ˆ
εpX,F b Gq
εpX,FqrankG
˙r
.
Thus the right hand side of (5.23.1) becomes rth power after base change to kr. Since the projection
π : Xkr Ñ X is finite e´tale, π : Xkr Ñ X is properly SSpFq-transversal and we have π
˚pccXpFqq “
ccXkr pπ
˚Fq by Lemma 5.19. By p[22, Theorem 1], or [31, Lemma 5.1 (1)]q, we have a commutative
diagram
CH0pXkr q
π˚

// πab1 pXkr q
π˚

detpπ˚Gq
''PP
PPP
PP
PPP
PPP
P
CH0pXq // πab1 pXq
detG // Λˆ
(5.24.1)
Then detpπ˚Gqp´ccXkr π
˚Fq “ detGp´π˚ccXπ
˚Fq “ detGp´π˚π
˚ccXFq “ detGp´r¨ccXFq “ detGp´ccXFq
r.
Thus the left hand side of (5.23.1) also becomes rth power after base change to kr.
Proof of Theorem 5.23. We prove the theorem by induction on the dimension d “ dimX . We denote by
G0 the virtual sheaf rGs ´ rankG ¨ rΛs P KpX,Λq.
If d “ 0, any constructible sheaf on X corresponds to a continuous representation of π1pXq. Since the
rank of F b G0 equals to 0, we have detp´Frob;F b G0q “ detpFrob;F b G0q. Since the characteristic
class ccXF of F equals to the 0-cycle rankF ¨ rXs P CH0pXq, we have
εpX,F b G0q “
detpFrob;FqrankG
detpFrob;GqrankF detpFrob;FqrankG
(5.24.2)
“ detpFrob;Gq´rankF “ detGp´ccXFq.
Hence Theorem 5.23 is proved for d “ 0.
Suppose that d ě 1 and that X has a good fibration f : X Ñ P1 with respect to C “ SSF . Let
u1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , um P X be the isolated characteristic points of f with respect to C. Let Σ be the finite set
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consisting of the closed points fpu1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fpumq of P
1. Since the left and right hand sides of the formula
(5.23.1) become rth power after taking an extension of k of degree r (cf. Remark 5.24), it is enough to
show the theorem after taking two extensions of k whose degrees are coprime. Hence we may assume that
there exists a coordinate t of P1 such that 8 R Σ and X8 Ñ X is properly C-transversal and we fix such
a coordinate t. Then the rational 1-form ω “ dt has neither zeros nor poles on Σ. Let K be the function
field of P1. Let dx “ bvP|X|dxv be the Haar measure on AK with values in Λ such that
ş
OKv
dx “ 1 for
every place v.
Since G is smooth and f is proper, the generic rank of Rf˚pF b G0q equals to 0 by [21, Corollaire
2.10]. Since the generic rank of Rf˚pF b G0q is zero, the right hand side of (5.23.1), which equals to
εpP1, Rf˚pF b G0qq, is the product of local constants by Theorem 2.14, i.e.,
(5.24.3) εpP1, Rf˚pF b G0qq “
ź
vP|P1|
εvpRf˚pF b G0q|P1
pvq
, ωq,
where P1pvq is the henselization of P
1 at v. Suppose v R Σ. Since f is C-transversal at the fiber of v, the
morphism f is universally locally acyclic over v by Definition 5.2. Since f is proper, the complex Rf˚pFq
and Rf˚pF b Gq are smooth at v by [10, Appendice a` Th. finitude, 2.4], i.e., the cohomology groups of
Rf˚pFq and Rf˚pF b Gq are locally constant on a neighborhood of v. By Lemma 2.12 (3), we have
εvpRf˚pF b G0q|P1
pvq
, ωq “ detpFrobv;Rf˚pF b G0qv¯q
ordvpωq(5.24.4)
“ detp´Frobv;Rf˚pF b G0qv¯q
ordvpωq
because rankpRf˚pF b G0qq “ 0. By the proper base change theorem [2, Expose XII, The´ore`m 5.1], we
have
detp´Frobv;Rf˚pF b G0qv¯q
ordvpωq “ detp´Frobv;RΓpXv¯,F b G0qq
ordvpωq(5.24.5)
“ εpXv, pF b G0q|Xv q
´ordvpωq.
Hence, for v R Σ, we have
(5.24.6) εvpRf˚pF b G0q|P1
pvq
, ωq “ detGpordvpωq ¨ ccpF |Xv qq
by the induction hypothesis for Xv over kpvq.
Suppose v P Σ. Since f has only one isolated characteristic point u in the fibre Xv, we have the
following distinguished triangle [11, Expose´ XIII, (2.4.6.3)]
RΓpXv¯,F b G0q Ñ RΓpXη¯v ,F b G0q Ñ φupF b G0, fq Ñ RΓpXv¯,F b G0qr1s,(5.24.7)
where η¯v is a geometric generic point of P
1
pv¯q of the strict localization of P
1 at v. Using Lemma 2.12 (4)
and proper base change theorem, we have
εvpRf˚pF b G0q|P1
pvq
, ωq “ ε0vpRf˚pF b G0qv¯, ωq
´1 ¨ ε0vpRf˚pF b G0q|ηv , ωq(5.24.8)
(5.24.7)
“ ε0vpφupF b G0, fq, ωq.
Since G0 is smooth, f is a good fibration and u is kpvq-rational, we have
(5.24.9) φupF b G0, fq “ φupF , fq b G0|u.
Here we regard G0|u as a virtual unramified representation of GalpKv{Kvq Ñ π1pP
1
pv¯q, v¯q – π1pvq – π1puq,
where Kv is the fractional field of P
1
pv¯q. Indeed, we consider the following distinguished triangle with
continuous GalpKv{Kvq-action
Fu¯ b Gu¯ Ñ ψupF b G, fq Ñ φupF b G, fq Ñ Fu¯r1s,
where ψ is the nearby cycle functor [11, Expose´ XIII]. We only need to show that ψupF b G, fq “
ψupF , fq b G|u. By [11, Expose´ XIII, Proposition 2.1.4], we have
ψupF b G, fq » RΓpXpu¯q ˆP1
pv¯q
η¯v,F b Gq.(5.24.10)
Since the restriction G|Xpu¯q equals to the pull-back of G|u (regarded as a smooth sheaf on P
1
pv¯q) by the
map fpuq : Xpu¯q Ñ P
1
pv¯q, we have ψupF b Gq » ψupFq b G|u by [2, Expose´ XVII, (5.2.11.1)].
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Since ordvpωq “ 0, by (5.24.9) and Lemma 2.12 (2), we have
ε0vpφupF b G0, fq, ωq “ detpFrobv;G|uq
dimtotφupF ,fq.
Combining with formula (5.24.8), we proved that for v P Σ
(5.24.11) εvpRf˚pF b G0q|P1
pvq
, ωq “ detGpdimtotφupF , fq ¨ rusq.
Therefore by (5.24.3), (5.24.6) and (5.24.11), we have
εpX,F b G0q “
ź
vP|P1|zΣ
detGpordvpωq ¨ ccpF |Xv qq ˆ
mź
i“1
detGpdimtotφuipF , fq ¨ ruisq(5.24.12)
“ detG
¨˝ ÿ
vP|P1|
ordvpωq ¨ ccpF |Xv q `
mÿ
i“1
dimtotφuipF , fq ¨ ruis‚˛
Therefore, our theorem follows from Proposition 5.21 when X has a good pencil.
Let X be embedded in a projective space P. Suppose there exists a line L Ď P_ such that the fibration
pL : XL Ñ L defined by L satisfies the conditions (1)–(4) in Lemma 4.9. We use the notation as in
Lemma 4.9, i.e., πL : XL Ñ X is the blow up of X along AL X X and i : AL X X Ñ X is the closed
immersion. By induction hypothesis, εpX X AL,F b G0q “ detpG|XXALqp´ccpF |ALXXqq. Since XL has
a good fibration, we have εpXL, π
˚
LpF b G0qq “ detpπ
˚
LGqp´ccpπ
˚
LFqq. Recall that we have the following
commutative diagram by [22, Theorem 1]
CH0pXLq
πL,˚

// πab1 pXLq
πL,˚

detpπ˚LGq
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗
CH0pXq // πab1 pXq
detG // Λˆ
CH0pX XALq
OO
// πab1 pX XALq
OO
detpG|XXAL q
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
(5.24.13)
Note that χppX XALqk¯,F b G0q “ 0 (cf. [21, Corollaire 2.10]). Hence by Lemma 5.22 and (5.24.13), we
have
εpX,F b G0q
(5.22.2)
“ εpXL, π
˚
LpF b G0qq ¨ εpX XAL,F b G0q
´1(5.24.14)
“ detGp´πL,˚pccpπ
˚
LFqq ` i˚ccpF |XXALqq.
Since i : XXAL Ñ X and πL : XL Ñ X are properly SSF -transversal and i is of codimension 2 (AL Ñ P
is of codimension 2 and AL meets X transversally), we have
(5.24.15) πL,˚pccpπ
˚
LFqq ´ i˚ccpF |XXALq “ πL,˚p0
!
XL
pπ!LCCFqq ´ i˚p0
!
XXALpi
!CCFqq
by Lemma 5.19, where 0XL : XL Ñ T
˚XL and 0XXAL : XXAL Ñ T
˚pX XALq are the zero sections. By
Lemma 3.6, the right hand side of the formula (5.24.15) equals to ccXF . Hence we have
εpX,F b G0q “ detGp´ccXFq.
In general, we prove the formula (5.23.1) after extending the base field k by using Lemma 4.9. Let kr
be the extension of degree r over k and let Xr be the base change X bk kr. Since the left and right hand
sides of the formula (5.23.1) become rth power for Xr (cf. Remark 5.24), it is enough to show that there
exist coprime integers r1 and r2 such that the formula (5.23.1) is true for Xr1 and Xr2 . Let r ‰ ℓ be any
integer prime to ℓ. The composition of all extensions of degree repe ě 0q over k is an infinite field. Hence
by Lemma 4.9, there exists a good pencil for X over an extension of k of degree re with e large enough
and the formula (5.23.1) is proved. 
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5.25. As a corollary of Theorem 5.23, we prove the compatibility of characteristic classes with proper
push-forward in Corollary 5.26. Before that, let us briefly recall the definition of the decomposition map
in [38, 15.2]. Let G be a finite group. Let E be a finite extension of Qℓ, let OE be the ring of integers
of E and Λ the residue field of OE . Let KpG,Eq (respectively KpG,Λq) be the Grothendieck group
of the category of finitely generated ErGs-modules (respectively ΛrGs-modules). The decomposition
homomorphism
d : KpG,Eq Ñ KpG,Λq(5.25.1)
is defined as follows:
For any E-representation V of G, we choose any G-invariant OE-module V0 such that V “ V0bOE E.
Then
dpV q “ V0 bOE Λ in KpG,Λq.(5.25.2)
By [38, Chapter 15, Theorem 32], dpV q is independent of the choice of V0. By [38, Chapter 16, Theorem
33], d is surjective.
Corollary 5.26. Let f : X Ñ Y be a proper map between smooth projective connected schemes over a
finite field k and F P DbcpX,Λq. Then we have an equality in CH0pY q:
(5.26.1) f˚pccXFq “ ccYRf˚F .
Proof. First, we prove this corollary when Λ “ Qℓ. Let χ be a continuous character π1pY q
ab Ñ Λˆ and
χ0 the virtual representation χ´ rΛs. By the projection formula [2, Expose´ XVII, Proposition 5.2.9], we
have
RΓpYk¯, Rf˚F b χ0q “ RΓpYk¯, Rf˚pF b f
˚χ0qq(5.26.2)
“ RΓpXk¯,F b f
˚χ0qq.
By [22, Theorem 1], we have a commutative diagram
CH0pXq
f˚

// πab1 pXq
f˚

f˚χ
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
CH0pY q // πab1 pY q
χ // Λˆ
(5.26.3)
Now we have
χp´ccYRf˚Fq
Thm.5.23
“ detp´Frobk;RΓpYk¯, Rf˚F b χ0qq(5.26.4)
(5.26.2)
“ detp´Frobk;RΓpXk¯,F b f
˚χ0qq
Thm.5.23
“ pf˚χqp´ccXFq
(5.26.3)
“ χp´f˚ccXFq,
where ccYRf˚F and f˚ccXF also denote their images under the reciprocity map CH0pY q Ñ π
ab
1 pY q
respectively.
The multiplicative group Λˆ contains Q{Z. Since the equality χp´ccYRf˚Fq “ χp´f˚pccXFqq holds
for all characters of πab1 pY q, by the injectivity of the reciprocity map CH0pY q Ñ π
ab
1 pY q in [22, Theorem
1], we have f˚pccXFq “ ccY Rf˚F . This finishes the proof in this case.
When Λ is a finite field, this is reduced to the above case in the following way. By devissage and
additivity of characteristic cycles [35, Lemma 5.13], it is reduced to the case F “ j!G for a locally closed
immersion j : U Ñ X and a locally constant and constructible sheaf G of Λ-modules on U . Then there is
a finite e´tale covering V Ñ U of Galois group G such that G|V is constant. Then G corresponds to a ΛrGs-
module, which we still denote by G. Let E be a finite extension of Qℓ such that the residue field of the
ring OE of integers of E equals to Λ. Since the decomposition map d : KpG,Eq Ñ KpG,Λq is surjective
(cf. [38, Chapter 16, Theorem 33]), we may find an element G1 in KpG,Eq such that dpG1q “ G. We can
also view G1 as an element in KpU,Qℓq and G
1 is a linear combination of the classes of smooth Qℓ-adic
sheaves on U . By Definition 5.18 and (5.13.3), we have CCF “ CCj!G
1 and CCRf˚F “ CCRf˚j!G
1.
Hence it is reduced to the above case where Λ “ Qℓ. 
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Corollary 5.27. Let X and Y be smooth projective connected schemes over a finite field k and let
i : Y ãÑ X be a closed immersion of codimension r ě 1. Let π : rX Ñ X be the blow up of X along Y and
F P DbcpX,Λq. Then we have an equality in CH0pXq:
π˚pccĂXπ˚Fq “ ccXF ` pr ´ 1q ¨ i˚pccY pi˚Fqq.(5.27.1)
Proof. By Lemma 5.22, we have
ccXpRπ˚π
˚Fq “ ccXpFq ` pr ´ 1q ¨ ccXpi˚i
˚Fq.(5.27.2)
Then (5.27.1) follows from Corollary 5.26. 
6. Swan class
6.1. Let X be a proper smooth and connected scheme over a perfect field k. Let j : U Ñ X be an open
dense sub-scheme ofX and F a locally constant and constructible sheaf of Λ-modules on U . There are two
kinds of Swan classes of F . In [23], Kato and T. Saito defined the Swan class SwksX pFq P CH0pX´UqbZQ
by using logarithmic product and alteration. Later in [35, Definition 6.7.3], T. Saito defined another Swan
class SwccXpFq P CH0pX ´ Uq by using characteristic cycle
(6.1.1) SwccXpFq :“ pT
˚
XX,CCpj!Fq ´ rankF ¨ CCpj!ΛqqT˚X .
Note that SwccXpFq has integral coefficients since CCpj!Fq has integral coefficients by [35, Theorem 5.18].
T. Saito formulated the following conjecture:
Conjecture 6.2 ([35, Conjecture 6.8.2]). Let X be a proper smooth and connected scheme over a perfect
field k. Let U be an open dense sub-scheme of X and F a locally constant and constructible sheaf of
Λ-modules on U . Then we have an equality in CH0pX ´ Uq:
(6.2.1) SwksX pFq “ ´Sw
cc
XpFq.
6.3. In this section, we show in Theorem 6.8 that the above equality (6.2.1) is true in CH0pXq assuming
the resolution of singularities and the following special case of proper push-forward of characteristic class
(cf. [35, Section 6.2]).
Conjecture 6.4. Let X be a fixed proper smooth and connected scheme over a perfect field k. For any
smooth proper scheme Y over k, any F P DbcpY,Λq, and any generically finite and surjective morphism
f : Y Ñ X, we have an equality in CH0pXq:
(6.4.1) ccXpRf˚Fq “ f˚ccY pFq.
6.5. In [34, Conjecture 1], T. Saito formulated a very general conjecture on the proper push-forward of
characteristic cycle. The above Conjecture 6.4 can be deduced from his conjecture. By [34, Lemma 2], if
f is finite on the support of F , then (6.4.1) holds. If k is a finite field and if X is a smooth and proper
surface, then (6.4.1) is a consequence of Corollary 5.26 since any proper smooth surface is projective.
6.6. Now, let us recall the definition of SwksX pFq. In the following, we assume that Λ is a finite field.
The case Λ “ Qℓ can be reduced to the finite field case by using [23, Lemma 4.2.7] and Definition 5.18.
Let X be a proper smooth and connected scheme of dimension d over a perfect field k of characteristic p.
Let U be an open dense sub-scheme of X and F a locally constant and constructible sheaf of Λ-modules
on U . Let f : V Ñ U be a finite e´tale Galois covering of Galois group G trivializing F . Let M be the
Λ-representation of G corresponding to F .
By Nagata’s compactification theorem [28], we may find a proper scheme Y which contains V as an
open dense subscheme. Replacing Y by the closure of the graph of f : V Ñ U in X ˆ Y , we may assume
there is a commutative diagram
(6.6.1)
V //

Y

U // X.
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Since V is proper over U and is dense in U ˆX Y , the above diagram (6.6.1) is Cartesian. By [23, Lemma
3.2.1], we can construct a commutative diagram
(6.6.2)
W
h

g

j2 // Z
g¯

✍✍
✍
✍
✍
✍
✍
✍
✍
✍
✍
✍
✍
✍
h¯

V
j1 //
f

Y
f¯

X 1
  ❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇
U
==⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤ j // X
of schemes over k satisfying the following properties:
(1) U is the complement of a Cartier divisor B of X 1 and the map X 1 Ñ X is an isomorphism on U .
(2) Z is smooth over k and W is the complement of a divisor D with simple normal crossings. Let
tDiuiPI be the irreducible components of D.
(3) The map g¯ : Z Ñ Y is proper, surjective and generically finite.
(4) The squares are Cartesian.
The log blow up pZ ˆZq1 Ñ Z ˆZ is defined to be the blow up of Z ˆZ at DiˆDi for all i P I (cf. [23,
Definition 1.1.1]). For i P I, let pDiˆZq
1 be the proper transform ofDiˆZ and pZˆDiq
1 be that of ZˆDi.
We put Dp1q1 “
Ť
iPIpDiˆZq
1 and Dp2q1 “
Ť
iPIpZˆDiq
1. We define pZˆZq„ “ pZˆZq1ztDp1q1YDp2q1u,
and call it the log self-product of Z with respect to D. By the universal property of blow up, the diagonal
map Z Ñ ZˆZ induces a map Z “ ∆logZ Ñ pZˆZq
„, which is called the log diagonal map. Similarly, we
can define the log self-product pX 1ˆX 1q„ of X 1 with respect to the Cartier divisor B (cf. [23, Definition
1.1.1]). We have a canonical map pZ ˆ Zq„ Ñ pX 1 ˆX 1q„. We put
pZ ˆX1 Zq
„ “ pZ ˆ Zq„ ˆpX1ˆX1q„ ∆
log
X1 .
For σ P G, let Γσ Ď V ˆU V be the graph of σ. We consider the Gysin map
CHdpV ˆU V z∆V q “
à
σPGzt1u
Z ¨ Γσ
pgˆgq!
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ CHdpW ˆU W zW ˆV W q.
Now the Swan class SwksX pFq P CH0pX ´ Uq bZ Q is defined by (cf. [23, Definition 4.2.6])
SwksX pFq “
1
rW : U s
h¯˚
#ÿ
σ‰1
ˆ
dimΛM ´ dimΛM
σ `
dimΛM
σp{Mσ
p´ 1
˙
¨
´rΓσ,∆logZ ¯
pZˆZq„
+
(6.6.3)
where rΓσ P CHdppZ ˆX1 ZqzW ˆV W q is a lifting of pg ˆ gq!Γσ. If the order of σ is not a power of p,
then
´rΓσ,∆logZ ¯
pZˆZq„
“ 0 by [23, Lemma 4.1.2.2].
Lemma 6.7. Let X be a proper smooth and connected scheme over a perfect field k of characteristic p.
Let U be an open dense sub-scheme of X. Consider a Cartesian diagram
V
j1 //
f

Y
f¯

U
j // X
(6.7.1)
of smooth and connected schemes over k, where f is a finite e´tale morphism, j and j1 are open immersions.
Let G be a locally constant and constructible sheaf of Λ-modules on V . Assume Conjecture 6.4 is true for
X, then we have the following equalities:
SwksX pf˚Gq “ f¯˚Sw
ks
Y pGq ` rankG ¨ Sw
ks
X pf˚Λq P CH0pX ´ Uq,(6.7.2)
SwccXpf˚Gq “ f¯˚Sw
cc
Y pGq ` rankG ¨ Sw
cc
Xpf˚Λq P CH0pXq.(6.7.3)
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If moreover D “ Y zV (respectively B “ XzU) is a simple normal crossing divisor on X (respectively Y ),
then we have
SwksX pf˚Λq “ ´Sw
cc
Xpf˚Λq “ d
log
V {U P CH0pXq(6.7.4)
where dlog
V {U is the wild discriminant of V over U (cf. [23, Definition 4.3.1]).
Proof. (6.7.2) follows from [23, Corollary 4.3.4]. (6.7.3) follows from (6.4.1). By [23, Proposition 3.4.10],
we have
SwksX pf˚Λq “ p´1q
d´1f¯˚
!
cYd,D
´
Ω1Y {F plogDq ´ f¯
˚Ω1X{F plogBq
¯
X rY s
)
.(6.7.5)
Since SwccXpf˚Λq “ ccXpj!f˚Λq ´ rV : U s ¨ ccXpj!Λq “ ccXpf¯˚j
1
!Λq ´ rV : U s ¨ ccXpj!Λq, hence by (6.4.1)
we have
SwccXpf˚Λq “ f¯˚
`
ccY pj
1
!Λq ´ f¯
˚ccXpj!Λq
˘
.(6.7.6)
Since ccY pj
1
!Λq “ p´1q
dcdpΩ
1
Y {F plogDqq X rY s and ccXpj!Λq “ p´1q
dcdpΩ
1
X{F plogDqq X rXs, by (6.7.5)
and (6.7.6), we get that SwksX pf˚Λq “ ´Sw
cc
Xpf˚Λq as zero classes in CH0pXq. 
Theorem 6.8. Let X be a proper smooth and connected scheme over a perfect field k of characteristic p.
Let U be an open dense sub-scheme of X and F a locally constant and constructible sheaf of Λ-modules
on U . Assume Conjecture 6.4 is true for X and assume the resolution of singularities, then we have an
equality in CH0pXq:
(6.8.1) SwksX pFq “ ´Sw
cc
XpFq.
The idea of the following proof is due to T. Saito.
Proof. By Lemma 6.7 and resolution of singularities, we may assume that B “ X ´ U is a simple
normal crossing divisor and we can find a Cartesian diagram (6.7.1) such that F is trivialized by V and
D “ Y ´ V is a simple normal crossing divisor on Y . By Brauer’s theorem [38, Theorem 19], we may
assume that F “ h˚G where h : U
1 Ñ U is an intermediate covering of V Ñ U such that the Galois
group G of V Ñ U 1 is a p-elementary group and G is a smooth sheaf of rank 1 on U 1. By Lemma 6.7
and resolution of singularities again, we may assume F is of rank 1 such that the Galois group G of
V Ñ U is a p-elementary abelian group. Let χ P H1pU,Q{Zq be the character of G corresponding to F .
Replacing χ by its p-primary part, it does not change both sides of (6.8.1). Then χ P H1pU,Z{pnZq for
some non-negative integer n. Hence we may assume that the character associated to F is of order pn and
G is a cyclic group of order pn.
If n “ 0, then F “ Λ is the trivial sheaf. Hence SwksX pFq “ ´Sw
cc
XpFq “ 0.
If n “ 1, G is a cyclic group of order p. Then f˚Λ “
À
χ
Fχ where χ runs over (1-dimensional)
irreducible representations of G and Fχ is the smooth sheaf on U corresponding to χ. We have
SwksX pf˚Λq “
ÿ
χ
SwksX pFχq “
ÿ
χ‰1
SwksX pFχq,(6.8.2)
SwccXpf˚Λq “
ÿ
χ
SwccXpFχq “
ÿ
χ‰1
SwccXpFχq.(6.8.3)
For an irreducible representation χ, let Λχ be the representation space of χ. Then for any two non-trivial
(1-dimensional) irreducible representations χ and χ1 of G, they have same order |G| “ p. For any σ P G,
we have
dim Λσχ “ dim Λ
σ
χ1 .(6.8.4)
Hence by [36, Definition 5.1], χ and χ1 have same wild ramification. Thus by [36, Theorem 0.1],
SwccXpFχq “ Sw
cc
XpFχ1q. By (6.8.4) and (6.6.3), we also have Sw
ks
X pFχq “ Sw
ks
X pFχ1q. Since F corre-
sponds to a non-trivial irreducible representation of G, we get
pp´ 1qSwksX pFq “
ÿ
χ‰1
SwksX pFχq “ Sw
ks
X pf˚Λq(6.8.5)
p6.7.4q
“ ´SwccXpf˚Λq “ ´
ÿ
χ‰1
SwccXpFq “ ´pp´ 1qSw
cc
XpFq.(6.8.6)
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We obtained SwksX pFq “ ´Sw
cc
XpFq.
In general, let H Ď G be the unique subgroup of order p. Let χ be the character of G associated to
F and χH the restriction of χ to H . Then χ is of order p
n and χH is of order p. Let V
g
ÝÑ U 1
h
ÝÑ U
be the etale coverings such that the Galois group of V
g
ÝÑ U 1 is H . Let FχH be the smooth sheaf on U
1
associated to χH . By definition, FχH “ h
˚F . We have
h˚FχH “ h˚h
˚F » F b h˚Λ » F b
à
ψ
Fψ »
à
ψ
pF b Fψq(6.8.7)
where ψ runs over irreducible representations of the cyclic group G{H and Fψ is the smooth sheaf on U
associated to ψ. We also regard ψ as a character of G. Now the character χ ¨ ψ associated to F b Fψ is
of order pn (χ and χ ¨ ψ have same order). Then for any σ P G, we have
dimΛσχ “ dimΛ
σ
χ¨ψ.(6.8.8)
Hence by [36, Definition 5.1 and Theorem 0.1], χ and χ ¨ ψ have same wild ramification and SwccXpFq “
SwccXpF b Fψq. By (6.8.8) and (6.6.3), we also have Sw
ks
X pFq “ Sw
ks
X pF b Fψq. Thus by (6.8.7) and
Lemma 6.7, we get
h¯˚Sw
kspFχH q ` rankFχH ¨ Sw
ks
X ph˚Λq “ Sw
ks
X ph˚FχH q(6.8.9)
“
ÿ
ψ
SwksX pF b Fψq “ p
n´1SwksX pFq,
h¯˚Sw
ccpFχH q ` rankFχH ¨ Sw
cc
Xph˚Λq “ Sw
cc
Xph˚FχH q(6.8.10)
“
ÿ
ψ
SwccXpF b Fψq “ p
n´1SwccXpFq.
By the case n “ 1, SwkspFχH q “ ´Sw
ccpFχH q. By Lemma 6.7, Sw
ks
X ph˚Λq “ ´Sw
cc
Xph˚Λq. Hence from
(6.8.9) and (6.8.10), we get that SwkspFq “ ´SwccpFq in CH0pXq. This finished the proof. 
6.9. If k is a finite field, then Conjecture 6.4 is true for proper smooth surface by Corollary 5.26. Thus
we have the following result.
Corollary 6.10. Let X be a proper smooth and connected surface over a finite field k. Let U be an open
dense subscheme of X and F a locally constant and constructible sheaf of Λ-modules on U . Then we
have an equality in CH0pXq:
(6.10.1) SwksX pFq “ ´Sw
cc
XpFq.
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